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1. Introduction

***************
1. l. The European Informatic3 Network

Early in the 1970'3 the European Community decided to 3pomor a
re,earch project on data communication. The project wa3 the
eleventh of the , erie,
COST: Cooperation dam la Demaine de
Scientifique et Technique; it became more popularly known a3 the
European InformatiC3 Network
(EIN) [BARl I. Like many other, of
the 3 ame decade, the project Wa3 motivated by advance, in packet
3witching
technology;
it3
purpo,e
wa3
to re:;earch the
p033 ibilitie3 and problem of computer-to-computer (ho, t to ho3 t)
communication,
ba,ed on the a33umption that technique:; ,uch a3
packet ,witching would eventually provide a broadly available,
inexpem ive data tram min ion mechani,m.
In Oc tober of
1973 I joined a 3mall re3earch
team at tne
ETH-Zurich which repre, ented Switzerland on the EIN project. '.Ihe
given environment a, we 3tarted the project can be ,ummarized a,
folloW3:
a packet-,witching ,ubnetwork of the datagram variety
wa,
to be provided under contract from a ,oftware noU3e.
Subnetwork node, were to be located in the primary participating
center,,
and would interconnect to form a partially me,hed
network. The participating no,t, were ;o cho3en that different
mainframe:; would be involved in tne project, creating a ,o-called
'heterogeneoU3' network. '.Ihe center:; were to U3 e tne 3 ubnetwork
a3
a meam of interconnection and to tn en 3 tudy the problem of
higher-level interworking. '.Ihe ETH Control Data dual 6000 Wa3 to
3erve a3 the Zurich hoot.
'.Ihe CDC mainframe 3y,tem connect3 to the 3ubnetwork through an
intermediary machine which ,erve3
a,
a protocol tramformer,
making tramlatiora between local and network, or 'public',
protocol,. '.Ih i; Wa3 a deci3 ion ba; ed mainly on expediency, a; the
mainframe 3 y, tern operate, in a production environment and i3 not
ea:;ily available for te,ting. A comequence of thi, decL,ion wa;
a much more critical examination of tne protocol definitiora
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available to the implementation groups.
At the ETH all the EIN communication protocols are implemented on
this front-end, a DEC PDP-11/40. To support these implementations
I designed the operating system ANNOS. The communication services
implemented on this system include the EIN Transport Service, the
Zurich Virtual Terminal, a virtual terminal gateway between the
Zurich and EIN Center Coordination Group [CCGl] virtual terminal
protocols, and numerous test facilities such as Echo and Drop.
Local services support the connection to the CDC mainframe and
provide analogues to the EIN communication services.

1.2. Communication System Design: Questions and Answers

My work with the ANNOS front-end was one of identifying, defining
and implementing the components of a distributed communication
system. The number of users of such a communication system might
be very large and geographically widely dispersed; the services
offered usually have counterparts in a local communications
system, but the services are stretched - or distributed - to a
set of applications operating on many, often different, com~uter
systems. This distribution process has brought attention to the
communication system, especially to the problems of specifying
the system for a large community of users and implementors, and
to identifying the protocols which define the dialogue between
the now dispersed components of the system.
One approach, the most commonly accepted, towards simplifying the
understanding of the communication system has been to describe
the system as a set of layered services. A service in the lowest
layer provides basic functionality; a next higher level service
uses and extends this functionality. The communications system
designed for the ETH front-end follows this principle and
contributes to a better und~rstanding of functional layering.
Proceeding
with
the
communication
system

A. Duenki
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communication services, the idea arose to define a standard
layering. A given communication system could then describe itself
in terms of this standard structure. This was the idea behind the
Internationl
Standards
Organization
(ISO)
Open
Systems
Interconnection [ISOl). The layer defines a broad category of
functionality. Within the layer, services may be defined which
are an adaptation of that layer's functionality to some specific
usage. The total set of services of all layers specifies the
communication system. An exact specification of the communication
system requires an exact specification of the component services.
The standard layering, if well-defined and well-understood, is a
tool which helps to design, to explain, and to understand a
specific system. ·
The existence of a standard reference model has sometimes
obscured the difficulties and subtleties of such structuring. It
is an assumption that a single reference model can accommodate
.all kinds of communication systems, and a further assumption that
a real understanding can be conveyed with informal definition
tools. The exact functionality of a given layer seems to be an
elusive concept and questions concerning such specification were
raised many times in the course of the ANNOS communication system
design and the EIN experiments. The results of this work provide
mu~h insight and at least some preliminary answers. The most
signifigant results are:
The creation of a specific communication system whose
layering I understand and the conviction that an abstract
layering definition without formal definition tools cannot
adequately
define a communication system. Rather, the
abstract model will eventually be defined by some dominant
and specific set of communication services.
A better insight into the scope of a service definition.
Typically, one has attempted to define the service by
defining its protocol. But the protocol is only that part of
a service which has received attention because of the
distribution. To define the service itself, one must provide
additional semantic definition of the signals exchanged and
a more thorough definition of the processes which cooperate
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to provide the service.
A model implementation, in an extended Pascal, of a Virtual
Terminal
Service.
This model served as a definition
supplement for implementations within the EIN community and
demonstrated the value of such a specification tool.
1.3. Scope of Paper

The
thesis presents the ANNOS communication system together with
an explanation of the problems, the concepts,and the conclusions
relevant to this design. It decribes the kernel and analyzes the
hierarchical structure of the ANNOS communication system. To
provide insight into the need for better specification tools, it
presents the problems confronted in the design and implementation
of the Transport and Virtual Terminal Services. The underlying
issues here are very subtle, and not yet well understood. The
resolved with this contribution, and
problems are surely not
indeed have not yet been well
identified.
The ANNOS system
presents one approach toward communication design and definition.
The implementation has exposed many problem areas,
and has
offered new insight and better understanding of communication
system design. This thesis relates these experiences.
Chapter two presents background material on the history of packet
switching and introduces general terminology used throughout the
paper.
Chapter three presents the ANNOS operating system kernel. This is
the basis which supports the communication services described in
the following chapters. Fundamental design decisions and general
application environment are presented.
Chapter four presents an overview of the communication components
implemented
in
the front-end.
The communication hierarchy
described here preceeded and contributed to the ISO Open Systems
reference
model,
and
is described using
the Open Systems
terminology. This chapter provides a broad description of all the
communication components, dependency upon the ANNOS kernel, and
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background for the following chapters.
Chapter five presents the EIN Transport Service. It describes the
environment
and
gives
an overview of the EIN Transport
Definition.
It then discusses the integration of this mechanism
within the ANNOS system, the design decisions which were taken,
and the implications for the service definition.
Chapter six presents the Zurich Virtual Terminal. It explains the
concept and goal of a virtual terminal, and then discusses the
structural and definition contributions of the Zurich Virtual
Terminal.
Chapter seven summarizes the more interesting aspects of the
experiments
and
integrates this work with current
ANNOS
contributions in this area.

1.4. ANNOS Project Overview

The
initial EIN project was supported by nine signatories, and
was to be actively carried out by five of these, each being
represented by a research center or university (Fig. 1):
England
Euratom
France
Italy
Switz.

National Physical Laboratory (NPL)
Euratom (Italy)
Inst. de Recherche Informatique et Automatique(IRIA)
Politechnico Milano
Eidgenoessische Technische Hochschule (ETH)

The
participating
centers
formed,
in this higher level
interconnection,
the actual network, and the participating
mainframes included an
IBM 370,
Univac 1108,
the Cyclades
network,
the NPL network, and a CDC multi-mainframe system of a
6400,6500 and Cyber 170.
Secondary centers at Bari (Italy ) , Grenoble (France), and Harwell
(Didcot U.K.) subsequently joined the project and connected via
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their respective primary center's node. The subnetwork, designed
and
implemented by Sesa-Logica,
[SESl]
runs on CII Mitra 15
computers.
The ANNOS system design began in 1974. A sketch of the completed
installation is given in Figure 2. In Spring '75 the Mitra 15
node was installed in Zurich and a week later the ANNOS front-end
was communicating with the subnetwork.
The first use of the
packet
network
was
restricted
to
traffic, with ad-hoc
arrangements at the upper levels. A single-user connection to an
interactive terminal facility, VENUS [SCHl], on the CDC mainframe
was
provided by simulating an ASCII asyncronous terminal and
c onnecting through a port of the CDC multiplexor.
In summer 1976 the Transport Service was successfully tested
against the Harwell system in the United Kingdom. Several test
subsystems
Echo,
Drop, and Generate,
as well as a telex
facility
were
also
available.
These were
the first TS
Subs c rib e r s .
In February
'77 the pilot virtual terminal, on which the Zurich
Virtual Terminal Definition is based, was fully tested out. This
consi s ts of a
t e rminal handling subsystem which drives ASCII
asynchronous
terminals and converts between this terminal type
and
the Zurich virtual terminal. This system was demonstrated at
the Euro c om Co nference in Veni c e in May of that year.
In

summer

' 77

a

high

speed channel interface between the CDC

mainframe and
the
PDP was completed, and the Converter and
related subsystems went into operation; multiple access to VENUS
was then possible.
In June of '77 the model virtual terminal [SCH2, DUE6], based on
the pilot implementation and written in an extended Pascal, was
released.
In September
'77 the virtual terminal at Harwell was
complete;
testing between ETH and Harwell went almost without
error, and within a week regular communication was available via
this software between the two systems. A few months later, the
Politechnico Milano completed their implementation.

A. Duenki
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LOCAL TERMINALS

VENUS
CONVERTER

TEST

VIRTUAL
TERMINAL

GATEWAY

EIN TRANSPORT
MECHANISM

PRESENTATION/
SESSION

TRANSPORT

NETWORK
LINK

• • •• •• • • •• •

PDP - CDC • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 41 KBS ••••••••••••
HIGH SPEED CHANNEL
SYNCHRONOUS LINE

DATAGRAM
SUBNETWORK

PHYSICAL

REMOTE SYSTEMS

COMMUNICATION COMPONENTS OF THE ANNOS FRONTEND provide services to local, mainframe and net•
work subscriben. A transport service provides the interface betwten local presentation/session level services. An
EIN transport mechanism is employed only for network access and copes with th, problems of delay, loss, error,
misordering. Th, communication structure betwNn the PDP and CDC mainframe relies upon a 'datagram' service
with low delay and em,r, and dmction and reporti111 of any intffluption or d...dation of ..vice. This makes
111 equivalent transport 11¥11 component unMaSSary.
Fipni 2
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In January 1978 a gateway service was added to ANNOS. This
subsystem provides a translation service between the Zurich and
EIN Center Coordination Group (CCG) virtual terminal protocols.
It is accessible from the network and locally, and will route a
connection through to the desired destination service while
assuming responsibility for suitable intervention and translation
throughout the dialogue.

A. Duenki
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2. Historical . Background

************************

2.1. Data Communication History Up To Packet Switching.
The potential pervasiveness of computer communication systems
could lead to a world where
just about every activity, whether
in the arts, sciences, industry, education or government, could
center around,
and
in fact function
through, the ubiquitous
computer networks • Data communication has be come a fundamental
area of research, the challenge of a decade, and the basis of a
rapidly spreading new service industry.
Of course,
we have always been able
to move data from one
computer, or host, to another, for example by manually reentering
tape,
information,
by
magnetic
or by direct electronic
communi catio n between two computer systems. It is thi s last area
which has so
revoluti on ized computer communications , but the
technology was dominated by circuit switching until the late
1960's. Circuit switching can be defined in the broad sense as
the technique of establishing a complete path between two parties
for as
long as
they wish to communicate; all conflicts and
allocation of resources must be made before the circuit ca n be
established,
thereby permitting the
traffic to
flow with no
conflicts.
A circuit is acquired for a period of time on request, or is
dedicated permanently to the two hosts at the endpoints of the
circuit.
One pays for
the duration of the connection and its
maximum bandwidth,
regardless of the actual bandwidth utilized.
Let us suppose now that we have a very large number of hosts,
each with the occasional need to send messages to each of the
other hosts. The need is sporadic and the actual traffic between
any two hosts is very light. Allocating physical circuits to each
host pair, even on a demand basis, is often too expensive.

A. Duenki
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2.2. Packet Switching
The manual torn-tape system was probably the first solution to
this problem. A message was punched on paper tape and transmitted
over a telecommunications channel to a central 'switch'. There an
operator would manuall y tear off an arriving message from the
paper-tape punch, int er pre t a routing i ndicator at the head of
the message, and then hand carry the tape to a transmitting
device for transmission ov er a channel c onnected to the desired
address.
The message is wrapped in a packet which contains its own address
informa tio n.
Messages
f ~r many different destinations are
tran s mitted over the same physical circuit and are switched at a
central site. The drawback, obviously, is the manual packet
switch, which in the 19 60 's ga v e way to fully automated packet
switching. The first large scale system, the ARPA-net, was
devel o ped in the United S: 3t es for the Advan c ed Resear c h Project
Agency (ARPA ) [FRKl, CE Rl ] .
The idea of using statisti : al time-division multiplexing to allow
many distinctly destine d messages to share a common circuit in
order to provide low-cost, ~ow-delay message exchange g av e birth
to a ne w in d ustry. A :o ~munication service became a saleable
commodity and the fact : hat hitherto unrelated terminals and
hosts c o ul d c he aply e x: ha nge data gave a new d imension to
information services. Ther e were still many problems t o overcome,
but the potential was re cog ~~ zed and resear c h began in earnest.
Research during the earl/ phase of ARPA emphasized the problems
of the packet-switching technology per se. In pure packet
switching there is no dedication of resour c es, and conflict
resolution occurs during the actual flow, perhaps resulting in
somewhat uneven delays. Pure packet-switching networks usually
offer a datagram service: each packet is routed and forwarded as
a distin c t entity whic h ~as no relation to other packets; loss,
duplication, and disordering can occur.
In its most pure form, a datagram subnetwork accepts packets from

A. Duenki
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any submitting host
patterns permit. It is
consists of discarding
This is an accepted
efficiency at the cost

ANNOS

whenever the overall and local congestion
a distributed switch. Congestion avoidance
packets until the condition is alleviated.
technique [DAVI, POUl) which provides
of high reliability.

2.3. Virtual Circuits on the Subnetwork

The congestion is a potential source of problems because one
host may utilize an unfair proportion of the
misbehaving
packet-switching
resources.
Therefore,
~ome
subnetwork's
subnetworks control the packet submission in a more specialized
way,
coordinating the right of a host or host pair to submit
packets with information about:
the number of packets from this host currently in the
subnetwork
the number of packets currently in the subnetwork and
associated with a particular host pair
the number of packets currently in the subnetwork and
asociated with some logical subchannel of a particular host
pair
With these techniques, the subnetwork maintains information about
logical channels and possibly subchannels between host pairs.
These relationships
(See Fig. 3) are often referred to as
'virtual circuits': A virtual circuit service emulates more
closely a real circuit by providing a 'circuit establishment'
phase and thereafter recognizing the logical relationship of
packets
associated with that virtual circuit; the service
provides an ordered stream of packets with no duplication, and at
least the ability to report loss should it occur; depending on
the implementation, resources might even be dedicated to a
virtual
circuit,
thus
smoothing delays and reducing the
probability of congestion.
A

A.

virtual circuit can be realized by distributing the information

Duenki
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□ □
1)

Central Switch

2)

Distributed Switch

3)

Vinual Circuit
Superimposad on
Distributed Switch

..··

...........

··... .

4)

.

Virtual Circuit Between
Two Hosts

···················
.........
5)

Virtual Circuit Between
Subscriber Pro~

EVOLUTION OF LAYERED MODEL is illustrated. 'Tom paper' systems preceded automated pacart switching.
Additional nodal intelligence provides logical conlllClion betMen pain of horn and makes possible - . selec:tiw
mbnetworll conpstion control. Similar technique implementtd directly in hosts provide control 1t iliffwrent leVllls
and form basis of hierarchical model.
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about the circuit throughout the intermediate nodes; a fixed
route is established and most likely resources for an individual
circuit are reserved in each intermediary node. This is the
technique employed by the French PTT's Transpac [TRNl).
A virtual circuit service can also be implemented 'on top of' a
datagram service, by providing additional intelligence at the end
points;
this is the technique used in Bell Northern's Datapac
[DATl)
and
is sometimes referred to as a
'layered virtual
circuit' [DAVI).

2.4. Host-Host Virtual Circuits
The virtual circuit defines a
logical connection between two
end-points.
It is a matter of definition and design to say who
and where these end points are and what they actually do. The
endpoint intelligence of the Datapac subnetwork resides in the
source and destination switching nodes. These end nodes have an
own protocol to communicate with each other; they tell each other
when a packet has arrived or been forwarded to a host, when
another packet may be sent, etc.
Each end node has a host
interface which allows it to control the flow of packets with the
host, and to exchange information about the virtual circuit.
This intelligence, or something similar, could also reside in the
hosts themselves (See Fig. 3). The host end components would have
an own protocol to communicate with each other and they might
tell each other when data has arrived or can be sent, etc. This
host
level virtual circuit would allow hosts to directly
cooperate for their own purposes, and to exchange control
information which would not be interpreted or modified by the
subnetwork.
Because
control

the packet-switching subnetworks differ in the way host
information is passed through,
there arose a great

interest in these host level virtual circuits
the rules
governing
the dialogue between a pair of
'users' of
the
subnetwork
transmission mechanism.
These protocols were often

A. Duenki
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called Bridging, Transport, or End-to-End protocols [ZIMl, EINl].
The focus of attention was upon the host activity, and the hosts
or processes within the hosts were the end-points. Further
structuring had not yet been identified, and much confusion arose
because the end-to-end services were sometimes host-to-host,
sometimes process-to-process. They represented a mixture of what
we today identify as network, transport, and session services.
This confusion was exacerbated by the fact that attention was
given almost exclusively to the protocol definition, which might
be very similar on several levels, rather than to a definition of
the service or functionality to be provided.
This transport protocol definition was the emphasis during the
early years of EIN, as well as a major research area within the
cyclades network in France and the Experimental Packet Switching
Service
(EPSS)
in the United Kingdom. It is closely related to
the work of the CCITT and its definition of a standard interface,
X.25,
between the data
terminal equipment
(DTE)
and a data
communication equipment
(DCE)
which provides a public virtual
circuit communication service [CCII, CCI2].

2.5. Layered Virtual Circuits and the ISO Reference Model

Having defined a subnetwork virtual circuit, and a host virtual
circuit,
one
continued this layering and identified more
functional
levels.
Processes at one level used host and/or
subnetwork virtual circuits to carry out their own dialogue. As
different kinds of functionality became apparent, new levels with
new protocols were introduced. Communication structures were
becoming
complex.
An
inconsistent protocol definition or
misinterpretation of the service to be provided would reverberate
up through the entire structure. Clearly, new methodology was
required. This methodology was introduced primarily on two axis:
Horizontal:
Better techniques for defining the protocol and the
service. In the 1970's the protocol, per se, has received the

A. Duenki
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INTERMEDIATE NODE

..................... ····················•

APPLICATION

I+···················· ····················•
!+·······"··········· ····················•

PRESENTATION
SESSION

1+· ················ ·· · .................... .

TRANSPORT

i. ••·······•

i.••·······•

NETWORK

i.••·······•

14······ ··· •

DATA LINK

14 ........ . ..

PHYSICAL

I

I

ISO OPEN SYSTEMS ARCHITECTURE HIERARCHICAL MODEL

describes ■

standard layering of communication

services. Each layer reinsents ■ particul■ r functionality , and services within this layer repr. . nt variants or subsets of
this functionality. If the l■ yers can be wall defined, then real communications systems, when modeled after this
standard. can bt readily undentood and points of inttrface ( am-vs )CIII be easily idtntifitd.
Figure 4
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greatest attention. Much work has been devoted to protocol
verification techniques [SUNl, RUDl], and somewhat later to the
problems of protocol synthesis [ZAFl]. Automated techniques to
examine all state transitions and signal exchanges of a process
pair have contributed significantly to the consistency and
correctness of new protocol definitions. However, methods to
examine the behaviour of a protocol in an n-way dialogue, where n
is greater than two, are still being studied. And methods to
study the interaction of two layers of service have not been
addressed.
The
service
definition itself has received rather little
attention until quite recently. From ANNOS came the observation
that protocol syntax which provides connection establishment and
control could be reused at many levels and that the service
requires a broader scope of definition. With the Zurich Virtual
Terminal Service a Pascal based definition of a communication
service was introduced [SCH2, DUE6].
Vertical:
A
more
comprehensive overview of the evolving
communication hierarchy was required. A common terminology to
describe communication functions was needed. This began in an ad
hoc manner, but the definitions were vague and differences in
interpretations large. The International Standards Organization
(ISO) decided in 1975 to create a study group SC16 of Technical
Committee 97 to address this problem. This group decided that an
international reference model should be defined, giving the
functionality of each level of a seven level communications
architecture (see Fig. 4).
The seven layers which were identified are:
1.

physical

2. link
3. network

4.
5.
6.
7.

A.

transport
session
presentation
application

Duenki
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Services would define themselves in relation to this model, thus
paving
the way for interworking, gateways, etc. To avoid
partiality for any specific computer architecture or operating
system
design,
a
purely
theoretical model was defined.
Unfortunately, the choice of English prose as the definition
tool, and the lack of any concrete implementation, make the model
somewhat vague. Much ambiguity still exists, especially over the
exact meaning and relation of the intermediate levels three,
four, and five. Network designers still today argue about how
many
levels
are needed and what functionality should be
associated with each level.

2.6 The Present Situation

Although there are still many technical problems to resolve, the
problems today lie more with definition. Definition promotes
understanding,
and
understanding
aids agreement. The ISO
reference model is well known but not yet well understood. The
terminology of the seven level architecture is widely used but
with varying interpretations. The tools to describe a functional
layering in a formal way have not been developed. Given a
specific set of communication services, we see that the tools
most often used to describe them are informal.
Finite state machines are one approach to this definition
problem. But a single communication component already yields a
very complex state machine. The most promising tool, I would say,
is
procedural
description based on a suitable high-level
language. The Zurich Virtual Terminal design in Pascal was both a
recognition
of
the problem and an early attempt at its
resolution; it will be superceded by more complete communication
systems described with better tools. Especially, one is looking
today for a suitable mechanism with which to express the
hierarchical data structure, and a means to communicate structure
and type, along with the data, over the line.

A. Duenki
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3. ANNOS Operationg System Kernel

*********************************

3.1. Basic Architectural Decisions

(DUE2]
was intended to be a design tool. With it I wished
to make
invisible most of the local complexities involved in
implementing a communication service and to directly support a
layering of processes. With this basic aim in mind, the following
decisions which shaped ANNOS and constitute the most significant
aspects of this operating system, were made:
ANNOS

A.

Processes.
Each
network
service is
Subsystems
and
represented by a subsystem which consists of a ring of one
or more processes, one master process and any number of
member processes. One instance of a communication service is
then
provided by one member process of the ring.
A
scheduling hierarchy, whereby the scheduler schedules the
subsystem, and the subsystem master schedules the member
processes, provides an efficient solution to scheduling when
the number of processes is large.
All processes are described by the same type of structure.
The scheduler of the system looks, logically, at a priority
ordered list of subsystems, each being represented at any
time by one 'current' process of that subsystem ring. (See
Fig.
5). A master process is initially current, and this
process decides when member processes should have the
opportunity to replace it as the 'current' process. Then, an
orderly progression through all the ring eventually returns
control
to
the master.
No time-slicing
technique
is
employed;
rather, well-behaving processes cede the CPU
periodically.
Typically, a master process assumes responsibilities such as
demultiplexing, and statistics collection. These activities
have much commonality from one subsystem to another, and are
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thus supported by a set of reentrant subroutines. The member
process executes a reentrant procedure which represents the
implementation of that service for a single user. This
method
allows an easy implementation of a multi-user
service. The implementation procedure, because it is single
user and concerns itself only with the defined service, is
easier to implement and to understand.
B.

Dynamic Process Creation.
Perhaps a natural result of the
previously decribed structure was the decision to provide
dynamic process creation.
The subsystem, with its master
process and
the master and member procedures, are static.
For each instance of a service a process decription and
stack are required.
But demand for the different services
vary, so that a fixed number of processes for each subsystem
is inefficient.
Thus,
the master process assumes the responsibility for the
creation of member processes.
This master can make a
decision based on criteria particular to this service, but
can r e ly on common subroutines to accomplish the creation: a
process description and stack are allocated and initialized,
and spliced
into the ring. When the subsystem ring is
scheduled,
the new member process will have a chance to
execute.

C.

The Process Description. The intention of the entire project
to experiment with protocols and their definition. A
protocol could define parallel data paths, priority data
paths, special signals, etc. The problem of interfacing to
another
service
was
also
still
an open question.
Furthermore, a
service process would typically employ the
services of another process of a 'lower-level' subsystem,
and provide a service to a 'higher'-level' subsystem. Thus,
a process would need a means of interfacing with at least
two other local processes. These might all be dynamically
created, so a safe means of establishing and using the
identity of such processes would be required.

was
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nents
communicationpartner

END;
processdescription
stack:
topofstack:
priority:
status:
time:
flags:
masks:

queueO:
queuet :
queue2:
telegram:
console:
channelt:
channe12:
current:
END

ANN OS

= (queO, quet, que2, intt, int2, time subsystem
applicationt , . . ., applicationB);
RECORD
p: processname;
a: segmentpointlr;
q: queuenumber
RECORD
segmentpointtr;
byte;
byte;
SET DF states;
byte;
SET OF events
SET OF events;
segmentpointer;
seg1111ntpointtr;
-.mentpointar;
int•;
PACKED ARRAY (1 •. 16) DF BOOLEAN;
communicationpartner;
communicationpartner;
-.mentpointar (master procr.~ only)

THE ANNDS PROCESS DESCRIPTION provides multiple queues, event flags and masks, and communication
dncriptors. Tht latter an tht basis for local liaisons with dynamically created partner pro-. The process
description structure is fundamenlltl to th■ layering and interfacing of the communication components within
ANNOS.
Figura 6
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These considerations led to a process description (Fig. 6)
which includes a good set of tools for signalling, message
exchange, and interfacing. The process description includes:
event flags which indicate to the owner process that
associated events have occurred.
event masks to allow a process to selectively await the
setting of event flags
multiple data queues
a
telex slot where a
16-bit information can be
submitted to a process
communication descriptors,
each identifying a (ANNOS)
partner process with whom this process may exchange
messages and signals.
D.

Data Exchange. To send data, or to set the event flags of a
process,
that process'
name and address must be known
explicitly, or be registered in a communication descriptor
of the sending process' description. The names and addresses
of system processes are static and are known explicitly. The
dynamically created member processes of a network service
subsystem,
however, can only be identified by the master
process.
All communication with such a member process can
occur only with the master process' explicit authorization.
In this way, the master process can decide if conditions are
appropriate for creation of a process and the registration
and reference towards such a process occurs in a controlled
and specific way.

A dynamically created member process, when seeking to
communicate with another such process, will first address
the responsible master process. This process approves the
request and creates the desired process. Each member process
will
receive
a
reference
to its partner's process
description and queue.
This information is recorded in a
communication descriptor and referenced in all data exchange
primitives.
This provides a kind of private communication
channel.
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Segments.
Data entering the system must pass through three
or four processes before exiting the system. Copying would
be an expensive mechanism for the exchange of data. To
accommodate the exchange of data and the varying demands for
buffer
resources, the system provides a common buffer pool.
All allocatable memory is divided into fixed length units
called segments which are then accessed through a pointer. A
segment may then be passed between processes by passing the
reference.
A queue mechanism is provided whereby segments
are queued
to a destination process. This process receives
the reference when it accepts a new element from the queue.
Storage must also be allocated for process descriptions and
for
stack.
The common pool of segments is also used for
these structures.
Thus, a segment may be empty, or contain
data, stack,
or process description. All segments have the
same header which identifies the owner process, provides an
area for queing
and
request information, describes the
segment type, status, etc. (See Fig. 7.)
Any segment can be passed between processes by passing the
reference.
A segment can also be spliced into a process
description ring, or be linked as a stack to a process
description.
This is a vital design concept and allows, for
example,
that a
process description or stack be handled
exactly
like
a data segment. When moving a process
description to disk, it can be queued like a data segment to
a disk process.
It provides an elegant answer to process
termination and statistics collection: a terminating process
can
be queued
to
the responsible master process for
termination processing;
a stack segment can be queued for
final statistic collection.

F.

Memory
Management.
A front-end must balance out the
differences
in transmission and reception speeds, and in
general
try to smooth out the data flow between source and
sink. It is inevitable that data will sometimes be forced to
wait until
the sink
is ready ~o accept. This, however,
places greater demands on buffer resources. To increase the
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available buffer resources,
I define the segment as a
logical entity which is not bound to any specific memory or
disk location. A segment which is allocated to a process
can,
if necessary,
be temporarily moved to disk and later
restored to some other memory location. A segment management
subsystem monitors the demand for segments, and the use of
allocated segments. When the demand is high, segments which
have not been accessed for more than n seconds are swapped
to disk.
A set of primitives: GET, LOCK, UNLOCK, RELEASE enable a
process to control his access to segments. Other than this
simple set of commands, the process is unaware of operations
performed on his segments and is relieved of complex buffer
considerations.

3.2. Application Environment

From the foregoing, one can see that a communication service can
be represented by a master process and any number of member
processes which can be created as the demand arises. The master
process responds to such demands, which come from other processes
in the system, or are signalled by external events. The master
process approves or rejects such requests. With approval, it
creates the member process, providing sufficient initial state
information to enable this new process to respond properly to the
initiating environment. Usually, a member process will establish
a
communication channel
(see section 3.1.D) for data exchange
with a partner process.
The master process makes use of its event flags and masks to
control its entry into the ready state. The system will always
schedule the highest priority subsystem with a ready current
process.
This will
initially be a master process. The master
process must then . ensure that member processes sometimes become
current.
To do this,
the master process makes use of the
subsystem event.
This event is meaningful only to a master
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process. It signifies that a member process has become ready to
execute; it is set by the system whenever an event flag is set in
a process description where the corresponding event mask is also
set; i.e., the process is awaiting this event and would now like
to execute. Thus, the master can always know if any member
process is awaiting a turn to execute. The master process can
specifically wait on this subsystem event if it so chooses.
Knowing that a member process wishes to execute, the master
process
will
at
some time execute a special primitive,
NEXTPROCESS, which will cause the next ready process of this ring
to become current (note that there will always be at least one
ready process, the master itself). Eventually, this process will
wait upon some events and the scheduler will proceed through the
ring until control again returns to the master process. The
master may then wait on events, thus ceding control to another
subsystem, or reexecute its own ring with another NEXTPROCESS.
The master pr-0cess also controls the basic timing unit for its
member processes. Any process may request that a value be set in
its process description time slot. For the master process, this
value will be regularly decremented by the system. When the count
reaches zero, the time event flag will be set, and, if awaiting
that event (i.e., the mask is set), then this master process will
become ready. The master process may then perform subsystem
timing - i.e., it may decrement member processes' time counts at
any interval of its choice. Once again, when a time slot reaches
zero, the time event flag is set and compared with that process'
event masks. A match causes the process to become ready and the
subsystem event of the corresponding master process to be set. In
a similar fashion the master process also relays certain operator
initiated events. For example, an operator command to a master
process to terminate the subsystem will cause the master process
to send this signal to all member processes, await their
termination, and only then terminate the network service.
All the processes thus make use of the event flags and masks in a
similar way. Eight of these events are defined globally - the
queues, the interrupts, time, telegram, and subsystem event
(valid only for the master). The global events representing the
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queues and telegram indicate that data is present on the
respective queue or pseudo-queue. A queue or telegram event flag
is set whenever a segment is added to a queue or a 16-bit integer
is written to the telegram slot of the process description. The
flags are reset only when the data is removed. In general, a
process will assign queues one and two for specific purposes.
Queue 0 is a general return queue: all segments are considered to
be owned by the requisitioning process; a segment sent to another
process will eventually be returned, with completion information,
on the sending process' queue 0. The processes employ a set of
primitives to accomplish data exchange and these primitives
employ eight of the total set of sixteen events:
SEND(process description, queue number, segment ref)
a segment will be added to the named queue of the specified
process description. The associated queue event flag of that
process description will be set, and that process, if
waiting for this event (i.e., the corresponding event mask
is set)
will become ready. If the newly readied process is
of a higher priority than the sending process, its subsystem
will be scheduled.
RECEIVE(queue number, segment re f)
A
segment is removed from the named queue and returned to
the process. If the queue becomes empty as a result of this
operation, the associated event flag is reset. If the queue
was already empty, the process receives a null pointer.
AWAIT(set of events)
The set of events is written to the requesting process'
event mask word in its process description. This mask is
then compared with the event flags. If no events match, the
process becomes not ready;
if events match, control is
returned to the requesting process.
GETEVENTS(set of events)
The set of events currently in the requesting process' event
flag word of the process description is returned. The event
flag word is not changed.
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SIGNAL(process description, set of events)
The named set of events is added to the destination process'
event flag word.
The new event flag word is then compared
with that process' event mask word. If any events match, the
destination process becomes
ready.
If the newly readied
process is of a higher priority than the signalling process,
that process' subsystem will be scheduled.
RETURN(segment reference)
A segment which has been previously received from a queue is
returned to the original sending process' queue 0.
SETTIME(integer) An integer is written to the requesting process'
time slot field in the process description. This field will
be periodically decremented; when the value changes to zero,
the time event flag will be set in the event flag word, and
compared with the event masks. If events match, the process
will become ready;
if
the newly readied process is of a
higher priority than the process executing when the time
interupt occurred, its subsystem will be scheduled.
Note
that the destination process description in the above
primitives SEND and SIGNAL can be explicitly named, or referenced
via a communication descriptor of the sending process.
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************************************

4.1. Communication Service Overview

The PDP front-end was introduced to cope with the EIN protocols the
HDLC synchronous line connection with the Mitra 15, the EIN
link and
transport protocols ,
and any higher level batch and
interactive protocols.
In conversing with the CDC mainframe
complex, the front-end is designed to employ existing or slightly
modified
local protocols,
and
the fr o nt - end functions like a
gateway between the mainframe complex and the EIN network.
Because we wished additional
tools for experimentation with
communication services for interactive dialogues, the front-end
configuration was extended
to
include a line multipexor and a
nu mb er o f
interactive terminals.
Users at su c h t e rmina l s a re
given access,
through the front-end but independent of the EIN
network, to the mainframe VENUS interactive subsystem. Similarly,
these
users
are given access,
through the front-end but
independent of
the mainframe complex, to the EIN network. This
group of
terminals,
front-end,
and COC mainfame complex would
appear to the network like a single host or a host network.
With
this
required:

brief overview we can roughly identify the components

a

terminal
subsystem
which
masks
characteristics
and
adheres to some

local
network

terminal
standard

terminal description.
a
converter subsystem
this standard network
between this terminal

which recognizes and converses with
terminal type, and which translates
type and a VENUS internal terminal

standard.
a transport interface to support both Converter and Terminal
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subsystems. The interface must be valid for dialogues with
local as well as with remote processes.
an EIN Transport subsystem which manages the details of the
EIN network transport requirements.
the usual lower level link and physical interfaces for the
synchronous line to the network and the high speed channel
connection to the mainframe.
As it turned out, two virtual terminal definitions were produced,
the Zurich Virtual Terminal and the Center Coordination Group
(CCG) Virtual Terminal Protocol [CCGl). This situation prompted
the introduction of a second conversion subsystem, called the
Gateway, which performs protocol conversion between these two.

4.2. The Communication Hierarchy

The ANNOS kernel described in chapter three was designed to
support a hierarchical structure of communication services. I
shall now identify and define the structure and the services.
Chapters five and six describe some of the problem areas, and
many of the choices which preceeded this final structure. This
chapter presents an overview of the layers which were ultimately
identified, the services provided within the layers, and the
subsystems which implement these services.
To relate this structure to the ISO Open Systems Interconnection
Reference Model, I shall employ the ISO's seven layers terminolgy
and relate these to the ANNOS communication structure. However,
it must be noted that the ANNOS design and implementation
preceeded that of the ISO reference model. Furthermore, as a
specific instance of such a hierarchy, its layers and facilities
and interfaces well defined; a selection has been made as to
which levels should be commonly invoked for local and network
interactions, and which should differ. These decisions do not in
any way reflect the ISO refernce model.
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4.2.1. The Application or User Layer (Level 7)

The users, at level seven, of the communication system provided
by ANNOS can be roughly divided into three groups:
1.

VENUS application modules: The communication system was
primarily intended to service applications running on the
the VENUS high-level modules. The
CDC mainframe complex:
VENUS
interactive subsystem together with ANNOS provide the
access for processes based on the Zurich Virtual Terminal
design.

2.

Zurich Virtual Terminal
Users:
The communication system
supports its own terminal subsystem. The subsystem provides
its users access to all other virtual terminals and virtual
terminal applications which are based on the Zuri c h Virtual
Terminal design.

3.

Terminal users and applications based on the CCG virtual
terminal design: These users, all remotely located, make use
of an ANNOS virtual
terminal gateway service in order to
access terminal users and applications based on the Zurich
Virtual Terminal design. A gateway process thus engages in a
dual dialogue, one with a remote CCG user or application
(this distinction is required by the protocol), and o ne with
a remote ZVT process.

The Local Interfaces

These application/user groups each have a particular means of
interfacing
to the ANNOS communication services, which in turn
provide access to the entire network:
The VENUS Application Interface: This is defined by the
VENUS interactive subsystem and has not been changed for the
network access.
The VENUS system provides a well-defined
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logical terminal and session concept. The VENUS subsystem
was simply extended by an additional driver to support
multiple users entering via a wide-band channel rather than
a multiplexor. The channel handling
(physical and link)
represent the lowest levels of a CDC-PDP communication
hierarchy.
The Terminal User
Interface: Local terminal users are
provided access through terminals and a DH-11 multiplexor to
the ANNOS VT subsystem. This user interface provides local
editing, network selection functions,
and key definition
features.
The Gateway Interface. A gateway process consists of two
co-processes, each accessing a transport service and a
network user. One process uses the Zurich VT protocol, the
other the CCG VT protocol. The co-processes share common
tables and cooperate with each other to provide a VT
proto c ol t ranslat i on.

4.2.2. Presentation and Session Layers (Layers 6 and 5)

A presentation service, together with its supporting services,
provides the interface between two
(or more) applications. A
presentation service accepts information from an application,
formatted according to an accepted structure or schema, and
restructures it for presentation to another application. The
logical content should remain the same, but the schema may vary,
as may the particular application interface. In a very modular
design, where presentation to many different kinds of application
is required, or where the applications are separated by a
network, it is convenient to think of the presentation service as
consisting of two
(one for each application) components, which
employ their own internal protocol for representing structured
data
which
they
exchange between themselves. This is a
Presentation Service protocol.
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session service binds two (or more) applications together for
the
duration
of
one
conversation
as delimited by the
participating applications.
The session service is responsible
for
structuring
and
controlling
the data flow for
the
applications and for interfacing
to the supporting transport
service.
The
session
service is not concerned with the
application schemas, but rather with presentation defined message
units, and in the flow control for such messages, checkpoints,
etc.
A

The highest level(s)
of the ANNOS communication system are
occupied
by
the Converter, Virtual Terminal, and Gateway
subsystems.
These provide presentation and session services to
Venus,
local
terminal, and remote CCG users respectively. They
all have the following in common:
they support an interactive application (or user)
they utilize the Zurich Virtual Terminal Protocol on one
side of their dialogue.
they share a common interface to a transport service
The processes of these subsystems have a common idea of the data
structuring
to be used
in conversing with each other or with
similar service entities in the network. They use the same rules
for
requesting and setting up a session, and for controlling the
flow of message units within the session. The rules for this
exchange are defined by the Zurich Virtual Terminal Protocol
which incorporates presentation and session level protocols.
These
processes
exchange presentation and session control
information, and user data. To accomplish the actual exchange,
they rely upon a common transport service.

The Transport Interface

The
are

rules for acquiring and interfacing to a transport service
the same for all the presentation/session level subsystems.
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This transport interface makes use of the application event
flags, the private communication channel and the basic primitives
provided by the ANNOS kernel. The transport interface can be
described as follows:
Request for service:
In order to initiate a session, the
service process must first establish a transport liaison to
the required remote session process (Figure 8). This is done
by sending an OPEN request to an appropriate subsystem. This
Open request will contain the communication descriptor of
the requesting process. The requested subsystem will try to
comply and if possible , it will create a member process and
pass on the OPEN request. This process will try to acquire
the
desired application facilities.
If successful,
it
records the requesting process communication descriptor,
writes its own descriptor into the original OPEN request,
and returns this request with a successful completion
information.
The
requesting process now records this
communication descriptor, and a communication channel is now
established between these two processes.
The transport
liaison is open and the session dialogue may now begin.
Data and Telegram Exchange: The session process may now
exchange data through the transport service on two parallel
paths called letter and telegram. These paths are defined by
the EIN Transport mechanism, and the interface within ANNOS
extends this parallelism through to the subscriber. Two
event flags are used to control the flow. The session
signals a single letter or telegram credit by setting the
appropriate flag.
Similarly,
the session receives such
credits by reading its own flags. If the appropriate flag is
set, the session can send a letter or telegram unit. It must
then wait for its flag to be set again before sending on
this channel.
Closing of service: A third event flag and a CLOSE request
are used to terminate transport service. The session process
issues or receives a CLOSE on the letter path. It expects
that this request follows all preceding requests. The sender
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of the CLOSE will forward no more letters or telegrams, but
will continue to accept such information until a response
CLOSE
is received.
Both processes now know that the
transport
service
is
no
longer
required, and the
communication channel can be destroyed. The session process
and transport service each signal and await a terminate
flag. After this exchange, the session process considers the
previously exchanged communication descriptor information as
invalid;
the process may destroy itself. The terminate
signal will also be employed to initiate an abnormal or
abrupt close of service.

4.2.3. The Transport Service (Level 4)

The Internal Transport Mechanism

I have now described a
transport interface, and fairly well
suggested
how
the
service
is
provided
when
the
presentation/session processes both reside within ANNOS. The
ANNOS kernel directly supports the relaying of signals, data
segments and telegrams between two local processes. Thus, a
credit signalled to the transport mechanism is directly written
to the partner session process' flags, a telegram to his telegram
slot, and a data buffer is directly linked to that process'
queue. The ANNOS kernel provides the transport service.

The EIN Transport Mechanism
If we must now access a
remote session process, additional
transportion is required. The interface remains identical, but
now an intervening mechanism, which should remain invisible to
the session process, comes into play. The session process employs
the same interface and relies upon the same ANNOS communication
channel as in the local situation. But now the request goes, or
comes from, an EIN Transport Subsystem. An ANNOS
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Transport process establishes and maintains an EIN liaison with
another
(possibly remote)
EIN Transport process;
these two
conspire to move letters and telegrams across the network for the
subscribing session processes in such a way that the session
level can remain unaware of the additional complexity. Such a
transport
process
employs
the EIN Transport protocol
in
c onversing with its partner transport process.
Such a transport process incorporates the interface to a datagram
packet switching service. This interface makes use of the ANNOS
kernel SEND and RECEIVE primitives to send packets to one of two
queues of a link process. The transport process is so initialized
that
one
of
its communication descriptors
refers
to the
appropriate link level service process and queue. Transport
processes serving interactive users will address queue 1, those
serving bulk traffic users will address queue 2 o f this link
process.

The PDP-CDC Transport Mechanism

Of co urse,
a
converter process in the front-end conducts a
session with an analogue process on the CDC system and one might
also consider this transport level. But these sessions are based
on an ideal network layer where delay is small, misordering does
not occur, and error and
loss between the two hosts can be
detected at the network or link level. The master process on the
Converter subsystem monitors state information provided by the
network/link
(end-to-end)

level.
This
state information tells
if
the
connection across
the channel is intact, and the

master process reacts to disruptions by signalling all its member
processes to abnormally terminate . Thus, no explicit transport
service is required.
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4.2.4. The Network Layer (Level 3)

The network layer represents the capability to address and send
units of information from one host of the network to another.
This is often equated with an X.25 virtual circuit, whereas the
ISO document restricts itself to a more simple requirement which
can also be filled by a datagram service.
This functionality is provided by the hosts and all of the
process and route packets
switching nodes which recognize,
common scheme. It is, within EIN, an extremely
according
to a
simple service which has its realization in the totality of the
switching nodes.
No explicit network module exists in the ANNOS
system;
rather, packets are passed directly to a link layer
module which inspects format and passes the packets over the
available link to the next node.

4.2.5. The Link Layer (Level 2)

The link layer is usually interpreted to mean the exchange across
a
line or channel or other point to point connection. Logically
speaking, one could also imagine replacing the line or channel
with a more complicated link, e.g., another network. Both the
link to the EIN subnetwork and to the CDC mainframe complex are
simple point to point connections.
The link layer within ANNOS for the EIN network is realized by
link subsystems, one for each physical line. Each subsystem
represents one physical line and one link to the subnetwork. A
link subsystem consists of two processes, a send and a receive
process. A send process has two queues, one for interactive, and
one for long letter traffic. The send process transmits packets,
receives the acknowledgement indirectly from its partner receive
process, and
then returns acknowledged packets to the sending
subscribing process. The receive process accepts packets from the
subnetwork, analyzes the transport destination, and calls upon an
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interface procedure of the appropriate transport subsystem to
distribute this packet to a fixed queue of the appropriate EIN
receive process then communicates
process.
The
transport
acknowledgement information to its partner send process for
transmission over the line.
The
link layer within ANNOS for the CDC mainframe complex is
realized by a
channel subsystem.
The channel subsystem is
structured very similarly to the Link subsystem. Two processes,
one for send and one for receive, accept and forward traffic in
about the same way. The link protocol used across the channel is
a
little different from that used on the EIN link; especially,
the channel
link protocol preserves order. The channel speed is
much greater, the error and loss much lower than that of a line.
The channel
is regarded as a degenerate subnetwork of one line.
Degradation and interuption of service are detected at the
endpoints, host-to-host monitoring
is done at the link level.
Thus,
different assumptions are made about the network service,
which in turn affect transport level considerations.

4.2.6. The Physical Layer (Level 1)

The physical layer represents the basic connection mechanism
between two end-points,
e.g.,
a wire with its electrical and
mechanical characteristics.
The physical layer provides for the
transmission of a bit or byte stream between two endpoints.
At this level, the PDP connects with a V.24 interface over a wire
to the Zurich Mitra node, and over a CDC channel to a peripheral
processor of the CDC mainframe.
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5.1. The Supporting Network Layer

The EIN Packet Switching Subnetwork

The data transmission mechanism provided by the EIN subnetwork is
a packet switching
facility of the datagram variety. Five CII
Mitra
!S's provide the packet-switching nodes, interconnected by
9.6 kbit private leased lines operating with an HDLC framing
structure,
but with a private set of elements of procedure
[SES!). A packet accepted into the network carries its source and
destination addresses in the packet header;
the packet is
forwarded on the most expedient line (adaptive routing) until it
either arrives at its destination, or is discarded because of
congestion in some node. Thus, we are speaking of a useful but
not necessarily reliable mechanism.
If the subnetwork operates with a low average load, most packets
should be delivered,, and a packet should only rarely spend a long
time shuttling about in the subnetwork. The
idea is that a
cost-effective datagram network need not, indeed should not, try
to be perfect (DAVI]. As long as the error rate is small, it is
more reasonable to compensate at a higher level. The subnetwork,
in
its turn, relies upon its right to discard packets to protect
itself from occasional congestion, and upon higher level flow
control
to prevent regular queue build-up at destination nodes.
Thus we have an unstated and subtle symbiosis.
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The EIN Network Datagram Service

The subnetwork nodes drive the individual lines and operate the
various link protocols.
They also exchange routing and load
information,
and co-operate to forward packets in a consistent
manner.
This
network
datagram service
inludes
the hosts
themselves,
where
the first and last selection and forwarding
takes place. Any analysis of the network datagram service must
not overlook the implications of the hosts' role in this service.
In some networks
[LAMl], especially private or small ones, the
hosts are similar, and they share the same lin e connections and
the same low-level service implementations. The hosts and the
subnetwork
together
provide a
fairly homogeneous datagram
service.
This picture changes
for most public networks, where the hosts
are of many different kinds and the host ow ners are individually
responsible for
their subnetwork connections (see Fig. 9). This
was also
the situation within EIN [DEPl]. The ANNOS front-end,
connecting over a
48kbs line,
enjoys the fastest link to the
subnetwork.
The Milan host,
a Univac 1108, connect s through a
front-end over a
l.2kbs line; and an architecturally required
link gateway reduces
throughput even further. The other host subnetwork connections fall somewhere in between.
The interfaces to the Transport Stations also vary greatly.
Within ANNOS data
is
transferred using a
reference passing
mechanism which incurs little overhead. With the Milan design,
the Transport Service is located in the Univac mainframe and runs
at a low priority so that a second link handler and intermediate
disk storage are called
into play before delivery to the TS.
Packet lifetime can be greatly extended here, with disk-resident
packets surviving crashes and reentering the system hours after
original generation. The delay and delay variance in transmission
time between two transport stations can become very large.
The transport stations themselves represent a great source of
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discrepancy.

For example, some run on time-sharing systems such
as the GE400 system at Harwell. These stations are susceptible to
delay due
to current load,
and
this delay can distort the
response time by tens of seconds.

5.2. The EIN Transport Definition

The Protocol Definition

Th e
EIN Transport Protocol
(EINl)
was defined to be used by
transmitting data via
the EIN datagram service. The
'hosts'
to be regarded as a 'blackbox', and the introduction
latter was
host-host
dialogue
would provide the additional
of
the
transportation security for those users who required it.
With the Transport protocol we introduce into the EIN network one
kind of a virtual circuit and call it a liaison. The liaison
would be created, administered, and destroyed in a distributed
fashion.
That is,
no permanent context information would be
maintained,
nor
would
there
exist
any central
liaison
administrator.
The liaison would be a
tool
for
large and
constantly changing public networks.
The
resulting protocol definition describes the mechanism for
initiating such a
liaison,
for
transferring control and data
information, and for destroying such a liaison. The servi c e would
be provided by Transport Stations, at least one being implemented
in every host of the network. These Stations communicate with one
another using
the EIN Transport Protocol. Each Station has a
unique address
(known by the subnetwork), and each Station in
turn
provides a further
set of addresses
(unkown to
the
subnetwork),
called
'ports',
to its users who are called
Subscribers.

Thus

the

address

pair

(transport

station, port

number)
is a
unique addresss which can be associated with a
particular Subscriber process. The Transport Service enables two
such Subscriber processes
to establish a 'liaison', which is
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identified
by the Transport/port address pair of the two
Subscriber processes . The liaison is initiated, administered, and
terminated by the Transport Service .
Within a liaison two parallel full-duplex data paths are defined:
letter and telegram . The former is the normal data exchange path;
a letter is a 'large ' but bounded unit of information occupying a
maximum of sixteen packets. The Transport Service performs the
necessary fragmentation/reassembly between letters and packets of
the datagram service. A telegram is a short (16 bits) unit of
information.
Le tters and telegrams exchanged within a liaison are intended to
be uniquely identified with that particular liaison. The l e tters
and telegrams are sequentially numbered, beginning with an
arbitrary value assigned by the sender at liaison initialization.
Sequence preservation is provided at the receiving transport
station, where incoming letters are inspected and forwarded
a cco rding to the seque nc e number in the packet header. Error
control is provided by an acknowledgement and retransmission on
time-out mechanism which makes use of the aforementioned sequence
numbers. Flow control is achieved on the letter path by a credit
system; the potential receiver gives ' c redits' to the sender,
each credit being a permission to send one letter. The telegram
pa t h is defined to have a constant credit, or window-size, of
one.
The combined datagram and transport packet header is shown in
Figure 1 0. The packet body, if present, contains subscriber data
which is uninterpreted by the transport or network layers. The
salient features of the Transport protocol are mentioned here:
To open a liaison, the two Stations exchange packets with
the transport operation fiel d set to !NIT and give each
other their starting 'myref' value and, possibly, credits.
The liaison initiation is a two-way handshake.
The 'yourref ' field serves as an acknowledgement of all data
units (letters or telegrams as the type indicates) with
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TYPE tsheader
destination :
source:
opcode
reply:
operation:
END;
credit:
yourref:
myref:
fragment:
END

ANNOS

=

RECORD
networkaddress;
networkaddress;
RECORD
BOOLEAN;
(init, term, letter,telegram)l-ack, t-ack)

0 .. 255;
integer;
integer;
1 . . 16

THE EIN TRANSPORT HEADER describes the contents of a packet and provides control information for the
administration of an EIN Transport liaison. Elements of the EIN transport protocol are expressed in this header.
Figure 10
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numbers
ref e rence.
Credits
credits
window.
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earlier

or

equal

to

the

indicated

are always relative to the 'yourref' value; the
thus specify the right-hand edge of a current

The 'myref' identifies the data unit (letter o r telegram)
now being sent, or restates in an acknowledgement packet the
last such unit which has been sent.
The fragment number is used to enumerate the packets of a
multi-packet letter, making it possible for the receiving
Transport Station to re - assemble the lett e r in the proper
order.
The proto col demands that all letters and t e legrams be
acknowledged by the receiving Transport Station as soon as
all previously sequenced data has been rec e ived aThis
acknowledgement c an be transmitted as a separate packet, or
coupled with data being sent in the r e verse direction.
By setting the 'reply' bit in any packet, the sender may
force an immediate response from the receiver; this enables
a Transport Station to procure the latest state information
from its partner about a particular liaison, i.e., the
partner's view of the current value of its 'myref' and
'yourref' for letter or telegram.
Termination of a
Term's. That is,
handshake.
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5. 3 . The Transport Se rvice

The protocol definition given above is consistent within itself.
But what servi c e is provided? A definit i on of the relation to the
network layer ,
the behaviour of the transport process, and the
subscriber interfac e to this process are all lacking.

The Transport and Supporting Network Layers

The transport protocol design never fully considered the nature
and characteristics of the supporting network service. Because of
the complex and very varying path between transport stations, the
incidence of many situations was greater than anticipated. A few
examples will help illustrate the problem of operating a liaison
within the giv e n environment:
The TS protocol provides only a two-way handshake on opening
(and closing).
Because the !NIT packet is subject to loss,
this is theoretically inadequate. The persuasion at the time
was
that the occasional loss did not warrent the extra
overhead of a
three-way handshake and the forfeiture of a
symmetric initiation. Should loss occur, a still higher
level c ou l d always request a new liaison initiation with an
interval of repetition large enough so that 'old' data
associated with this liaison would no longer exist.
With the very long delays incurred at some hosts this
untenable.
It is very difficult to
argument
becomes
time limits which are not regularly
preestablish useful
exceeded. An initiating liaison process often times-out and
expires before the returning
!NIT arrives; this gives an
unstable state, where one side of the liaison is open, the
other closed.
Suppose that a
liaison process sends an !NIT packet with
initial sequence number= 8, times-out a nd expires. A highly
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delayed
response !NIT arrives and causes the creation of a
new liaison, with the same name, but with new instances of
the TS liaison and Subscriber processes. The new TS liaison
process generates in response a third !NIT which will be
ignored;
the liaison will be open, but not as originally
intended.
Let's suppose in the above example that the third !NIT
carries a 'myref' value of 20 instead of the value 8 carried
in the first
!NIT. Credits extended by the remote liaison
partner will be based on an initial reference value of 8
which will
be carried in any packet which extends credits.
This means
that the new liaison process, whose reference
value is really 20, will probably not receive enough credits
to move
inside his current window. No real data will be
but the liaison will
remain open and
in
transferred
deadlock.
Flow control credits are extended on the basis of letters.
If the letter is long (16 packets) these can be ejected into
the network very quickly by,
for
example,
the Zurich
front-end,
but
absorbed only slowly at, say,
Milan.
Congestion occurs at the Milan node. Indeed, the particular
implementation is such that a subnetwork node will tolerate
a queue of no more than ten packets before starting to
discard. With
the letter
retransmission mechanism of the
Transport Service, it is almost always impossible to send a
16-packet letter from Zurich to Milan? The flow control is
intended
to protect and administer host and or Subscriber
resources,
but buffer resources are not the only resources
to consider. It is difficult to reconcile flow control with
congestion
control and one begins
to think
that two
functions have been unsuccessfully merged.
Loss of a credit packet can result in a deadlock. But now
packets
are
more
frequently dropped than originally
expected,
because the TS flow and error control often
results
in congestion at a lower level. The liaison process
can remedy this problem by periodically invoking a reply ACK
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packet from its partner TS process. With loss playing a more
dominant role,
one wishes
to increase the periodicity of
such an
idle traffic so that the loss is more quickly
discovered.
However, the exchange of a regular and frequent
idle trafic on a per liaison basis is highly debatable.
Competition from other liaisons on the same host is itself a
great source of delay variance. Any attempts to estimate
round-trip
delay
and
incorporate
this
estimate in
re-transmission time-outs
is constantly affected by the
current load of
the hosts involved. Such estimates might
better be performed collectively for all liaisons sharing a
connection with a particular remote host.

Procedural and Interface Definition

No clear analysis and definition of transport service was made.
It was vaguely accepted that the transport service would
provide safe transportation of data. The implication is that
the
transport
layer
would compensate for
the
loss,
duplication, disordering and other deficiencies of the
network layer.
extend the address space
provide a
tool with which subscribers
themselves, control their flow, etc.

can

synchronize

Hidden in these statements lies a fundamental error. One wished
the
transport service to provide a service similar to that of a
real circuit;
the subscriber should be unaware of the transport
intervention and
internal operations.
On the other hand, the
transport service should provide explicit tools to the subscriber
by which the subscribers could synchronize with each other,
control their flow.
The
and

interface
to the EIN transport Station was also not defined
this compounded
the misunderstanding. The signals and data
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paths between subscriber and transport station were not defined
and so of course no semantic definition was available. The
subscriber participation and direction in the transport protocol
dialogue was unclear. The significance of acknowledgements,
credits and how these transport control items related to the
actions of the subscribers was open to interpretation. For
example:
Does a transport credit represent an overt action on the
part of the subscriber indicating the subscriber's readiness
to receive? Should the received credit be communicated to
the subscriber? Or are these credits a tool for the
simulation of a real circuit and not visible to the
subscriber?
Does a transport acknowledgement represent a signal from the
receiving subscriber? I.e., does it have true end-to-end
significance? Or does it represent successful transmission
to the othe r end of the 'circuit'?
How does a Close request from a subscriber relate to the
LI-TERM
of
the
transport
dialogue?
What
kind of
sequentiality may we expect?
The
fundamental
problem
is
this:
if
the credits and
acknowledgements and timi ngs are dictated by the subscriber it
will be difficult to use them to provide a circuit-like quality
of service. Too many credits issued by one subscriber may impede
access between the link and host, may flood the host or slow down
its operations, or congest the subnetwork. If the credits and
acknowledgements and timings are dictated by the subscriber he
must assume participation in an administrative operation which
spans beyond his own activities, and he must become aware that
the transport media is a network and not a line!
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5.4. Integration Of The Transport Service Within ANNOS

Communication Structure

I

interpreted the transport functionality to be the introduction

of security and sequentiality to the data transmission, and I
relegated all subscriber-oriented synchronization mechanisms to a
higher
level. A subscriber's dialogue with the transport service
is decoupled
from
the dialogue between transport processes and
from
the dialogue between the remote transport process and its
subscriber.
The
transport service provides a liaison; its two data paths act
as
nearly
as
possible like
real
circuits;
the complete
administration of the liaison, as well as co-operation with the
environment is assumed here.
The
transport subscriber is not
burdoned with network considerations, nor can he use the liaison
for
anything but the transport of letters and
telegrams.
Subscriber level credits and acknowledgements must be transmitted
as transport data.
In the case of a local connection, one where the EIN subnetwork
is not involved, the required transport mechanism is very simple.
With shared memory as the data transmission medium, errors are
negligible,
disordering does not occur, and
the delay is
insignificant.
These considerations led
to the decision to
carefully
distinguish
between the
transport
interface and
transport mechanism. A transport service with a common interface
is
provided for all communication processes,
but the EIN
transport mechanism is only invoked when network access is
required.
The
the provision

EIN transport mechanism is then devoted solely to
of a secure liaison where the data transmission

medium is unreliable.
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The EIN Transport Mechanism Within ANNOS
The EIN transport mechanism is introduced as an extension to the
local
liaison whenever the EIN subnetwork must be accessed. This
transport mechanism is implemented as a subsystem. A Transport
Main process accepts a request (from the datagram network or a
s ubscriber communication process) for a n e w liaison and creates a
me mber process to administer this liaison. This liaison process
will
share
an
ANNOS communication link with some local
communication process, e.g., virtual terminal or converter, and
will access the network datagram service.
The liaison process employs the EI N Tr a nsport Pr o tocol
to
administer the network liaison. This proc e ss copes with the loss,
disordering, and duplication.
It does this with a scheme of
sequence numbers, acknowledgements, time-outs, retransmis s ions.
Th e
liaison process must also be able to cope with th e probl e ms
o f d e lay, of the selection of reas o nable and effi ci e n t t i me- o uts,
monitoring of the network connection to a
remote host, and
administration of the possibly large pipe of data lying b e tween
the end-subscribers.
It was my intention to have the liaison
process
do
all this without special directives from the
subscriber.
To
accomplish these tasks,
I have
i ntroduced
extensive local procedural intelligence into the liaison process
to handle:
Flow Control: To combat the long delays and to assure a
smooth flow between the subscribers, a larger window is
needed for network connections than for local ones. The
liaison process assumes responsibility for buffer storage.
It extends credits to its remote liaison partner before his
subscriber is ready to receive. It engages in an independent
flow control with its subscriber, accepting letters from the
subscriber perhaps before receiving credits from the remote
transport process. The subscriber process can infer from the
credit signalled across the local transport int e rface only
that the transport process, and not the subscriber's peer
communication process, is ready to receive.
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Error Control: The liaison process, having extended credits,
also assumes responsibility for the reception and buffering
of the credited letters and
telegrams until they can be
properly forwarded.
Thus,
the liaison process generates a
LI-ACK to its partner process whenever a letter is properly
received in sequence. It does not wait to put this letter on
the subscriber queue before sending such an acknowledgement.
Monitoring:
The liaison process maintains
its own idle
traffic
and
will
independently
initiate
a liaison
termination and
inform its Subscriber of malfunction. The
Subscriber processes rely on this service and dispense with
any querying and monitoring of their own.
Sequentiality and Closing: A TS liaison process will, upon
receiving
a normal CLOSE request from its Subscriber, first
forward
all
letters and
telegrams and collect their
respective acknowledgements before forwarding
the TERM;
i.e.,it ensures that all data has been successfully received
by the
remote TS.
Conversely,
on receiving a TERM, the
liaision process will maintain
its connection with the
Subscriber until al.J. acknowledged letters and telegrams have
been forwarded to the Subscriber. Only then will it initiate
a CLOSE with the Subscriber.
Congestion Avoidance: The liaison process takes into account
local
resource conditions as well as the congestion within
the host at the next lower layer. For example, it submits
only one
letter at a
time
to
the network layer
for
processing and forwarding out into the subnetwork. Only when
this transmission
is accomplished will another letter be
submitted.
Similarly,
re-transmission timing is only then
initiated when this first processing
is complete, thus
eliminating from the timing estimates delays incurred in the
local host.
Finally,
the liaison process utilizes the two
queues
of
the transmitting link process to split up
interactive and long-letter traffic, once again to alleviate
the impact of sporadic congestion.
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5.5. Discussion

Timing and Delay

Delay and delay variance mark the significant difference between
a local and a network liaison. As the EIN transport system
corrects for loss and duplication it creates additional traffic,
very often submitting to the network layer new copies of packets
before the original ones have been discarded or absorbed by the
destination transport station. 'Old data' constitutes a threat to
the integrity of the liaison transport a t i on s c heme. Th e fixed
time-outs originally employed by the EIN transport stations were
geared to common 9.6kb lines and to a much more homogeneous
datagram service than the one available.
In a homogeneous environment one tends to ignore the delay,
pe rhaps unconsciously resolving the problems in fixed ways at
various
levels. The situation is far more complex in an
environment such as EIN, and the problems require more explicit
solution. The ANNOS approach was to gear the transport mechanism
to 'reliable' transportation. The ANNOS TS process is designed
for efficient response; it monitors the line, provides internal
buffering; it eliminates the subscriber from the crediting and
acknowledgement scheme so that the transport pa t h can be measured
and
evaluated
as
a
closed
system. With the transport
implementation and subsequent experimentation, we suggested the
need to integrate delay estimates into the transport function.
The Interface Definition

The transport specification included neither interface definition
nor any information about subscriber/transport signals and which
subscriber signals should be visible through the transport
service to the remote partner. Thus, each implementor faced and
solved these problems anew, and the variety of choices led to
inconsist e ncies.
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The
ANNOS
liaison
process
emphasizes
a
reliable data
transportation, while other EIN implementations are somewhat more
oriented towards providing tools for subscriber synchronization.
E.g.,
in most other implementations , the subscriber dictates the
credit allocation and
interprets transport credits as credits
from
the r emote subscriber. The different interpretations led to
incompatibilies of service, despite the common protocol.

Protocol Definition

The protocol definition itself also suffered from the lack of a
clear definition of functionality and a proper awareness of the
supporting
communicatio n
system.
The protocol defines
the
dialogue for initiating and terminating a liaison, for ex tending
credits and acknowledgeing data. However, the two-way handshake
adopted for the initiation an d termination is not adequate where
the data transmission medium, as in the case of the EIN datagram
servic2,
is unreliable. With the bare protocol definition, loss
of a LI-INIT or LI-TERM can result in a half-open liais on, while
loss of a credit can result in deadlock.
The letter is also a misconstruction. These letters vary in size
from 1 to 16 packets. Its large size can be attributed to the
desire
to accomodate a subscriber's
(logical)
message;
its
boundedness
to
the necessity of performing flow control on some
lower level
unit.
The compromise suits neither purpose, and we
ultimately employed single
packet letters in order to achieve
acceptable transport level flow control.

Proc edural Definition

A

large

amount

of

local

intelligence, i.e., local procedural

activity, is required to make the transport function successful!.
For examp le:
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The
liaison as defined
is vulnerable to packet loss and
extended packet lifetimes. The protocol does not inhibit the
introduction of procedures for retransmission of inits and
terms,
and the introduction of an idle traffic. But it does
not define such procedures .
the
closing procedure is not defined. Depending upon local
procedural
intervention ,
the transport service may or may
not assume responsibility for the orderly forwarding of data
and cleaning of the pipe between two correspondents .
local
intervention to provide transport level intermediate
buffering signifigantly changes the way this service behaves
for its users.
The procedural interventions of, for example, the ANNOS transport
process considerably affect and enhance the service without
compromising
the protocol definition. Yet such activity clearly
a nd extensively change s
the nature and
functionality of the
service.
Subscriber services which are designed with the ANNOS
transport functionality
in mind will not function correctly
without this additional support intelligence.

Definition Too l

The Transport Protocol was defined in a too isolated fashion, and
its definition ex pressed
in a
too simplistic manner. The EIN
Transport
implementatio n
effort,
like
many
of todays's
communication implementation efforts,
was long and painful. It
was only with the implementation that the many detailed questions
concerning functionality,
interface , timing, relation to subnet
arose
(see Fig. 11). These could and should have been specified.
And,
had
this specification been provided as a model, ambiguity
would have been avoided and a prototype would have speeded up
implementations.
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6. The Zurich Virtual Terminal
******************************

6.1. Concept

provide
low
level
Public
communication
networks
the
interconnection between many different kinds of hosts. The way is
paved for widescale access to the facilities of any host on such
a network. But interworking between applications presupposes
compatibilty at the higher levels of our communication structure,
and such compatibility usually only exists within particular user
groups. The pressure to standardize the entire communication
structure as a foundation for widespread interworking between all
kinds of software applications has not yet been strong. But,
attention has been turned to the standardization of specific
kinds of interworking.
For example, it is interesting to provide, to all terminal users
on a network, access to all interactive facilities. This is the
fundamental aim of the virtual terminal. Applications and their
access methods would include in their design an additional,
network terminal type. This terminal would not necessarily be
implemented in hardware, but might be a software adaptation for
an existing terminal; hence the euphemism 'virtual terminal'.
Like some of the more intelligent screen terminals on the market
today,
the
virtual
terminal
would
include
selectable
characteri st ics , so that the one terminal would be suitable for
many different kinds of applications.

The Initial Approach

The commo n approach towards the definition of such a virtual
terminal was to define the protocol of interaction between two
com ponents
the application access method and the terminal
process. Without a careful analysis of the problems, the details
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of presentation /sessio n control for th e user we re merged with the
problems of communication across the network. Original attempts
at
defining
a
virtual
terminal
protocol
were massive
classification endeavors [TEL1] which attempted to integrate into
the one protocol the many peculiarities of existing terminals.
Attention was entire ly focused on this dialogue, with little
attention being given to a clear statement of functionality and
structure.

The Zurich Definition

The Zurich Virtual Terminal was conceived and designed in the
midst of this confusion, but with very specific advantages: the
ANNOS transport service was designed and implemented; there was
no ambiguity about what the transport service migh t provide or
how to access this se rvice; a good idea about structuring and
layering had been gained from this experience; we did not
hesitate to experiment with our terminal concepts during the
design phase.
The result was a terminal design and protocol definition which
contributed sig nificantly to cle an stucturing and to definition
techniques. The Zurich Virtual Terminal is still today one of the
cleaner and bet ter defined attempts at terminal standardization.
The ZVT protocol is symmetric, allowing conv ersations between two
terminal users or between two applications. Characteristics of
the user and his presentation schema do not affect or concern the
protocol.
The protocol allows both free-running and alternate modes of
dialogue. The free-running mode is a subject of contention, and
is often not in cluded in virtual terminal designs. It is however
the most natural mode for human conversation [WINl] and therefore
an important aspect of the service design. It implies a session
co ntrol which imposes no synchronization or flow control on the
excha nge
of
messages, leaving such considerations to the
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user/application.
terminal, we made the first
Finally,
with
the Zurich virtual
serious attempt
to provide a more substantial definition of a
communication service.
The scope of definition was extended to
include not only the protocol,
but also the terminal process
itself.
This definition
is provided in the form of a terminal
process model written in an extended Pascal. It is based on a
pilot implementation of a terminal subsystem within ANNOS. The
model,
although
too detailled and somewhat diffi c ult to read,
proved
to be an excellent design aid. It served as the basis for
implementation throughout the EIN community. Compatibl e virtual
terminal implementations were achieved within month s .

6.2. Virtual Terminal Subsystem Implementation
The
terminal
interface
to
the
PDP is a sixteen line DH-11
mu l tiplexor.
The master proc e ss of the VT subsystem 'owns' t h ese
lines
and dispenses use of
these lines to individual member
processes.
Each line, and therefore each terminal is ass o ciated
with a
particular TS port,
i.e.,
with a particular network
address.
Should a
valid request for an unassigned line appe a r,
either as a
logon sequence from
the
terminal or as an OPEN
request from some other process, then the VT master will create a
VT
member
process for that line, mark the line as assigned, and
considers all character input and output on that line to be the
responsibility of
the member process until it expires. The VT
master process will continue to:
de-multiplex incoming characters to a circular buffer of the
appropriate member process
relay operator signals to member processes
administer
to
expiring
member
processes,
collecting
statistics,
returning
process
description
and stack
segments, de-assigning the line, etc.
monitor unassigned lines
The

VT
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This process actually provides two services: access to a local
command interpret er and access through a virtual terminal to
network facilities. Through the command interpreter the user can,
for example,
set the page size of the logical store
define the meaning of physical keys; e.g., associate with
selected keys the end of message, an attention signal, or a
character string.
direct the process to access peripheral devices, e.g.
cassette
set a network address

The virtual terminal procedure is structured as a number of
phases: null, open, negotiation, data, attention, end , and
defines the dialogue from
termination.
The
VT
protocol
Negotiation through End phase. The particular phase may qualify
the command r e pert oi re available to the user. E.g., one cannot
change the network address of the partner in any phase but the
null phase.
1.

Nu 11 Pha se .
If
the request for a virtual terminal process
comes from the terminal itself, then the terminal process
will begin in the null phase. In this phase only the command
interpreter is available. The user defines his virtual
termin al characteristics and selects the name or address of
a desired facility. A command to Connect advances the phase
to Open. If the request for a virtual terminal process comes
from another local process, then the terminal process
assumes fixed terminal characteristics, and bypasses the
null phase.

2.

The terminal process knows the terminal
Phase.
Open
characteristics, and either requests a process from an
appropriate ANNOS subsystem, or responds to a request from
such a process. At the end of a successful Open phase, we
assume that the enti re path has been established to the
desired remote facility, and that this facility can be
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provided. The p_hase advances to Negotiation.
3.

Negotiation Phase. This is the beginning of the virtual
terminal dialogue. The terminal process and remote process
must agree on a set of terminal characteristics. The
negotiation
phase
is
a
symmetric
exchange
of
characteristics, selection of an acceptable subset, and
exchange of the confirming selection. If the confirmation
received does not match the one sent then the negotiation is
considered to be unsuccessful and the phase is set to Close.
If successful, the phase is set to Data.

4.

Data Phase. During this phase the terminal process may
expect information from the terminal user, the remote
process, the local ANNOS partner process (e.g., the TS
process), and the virtual terminal subsystem main process.
The design makes full use here of the event flags and masks.
During the Data phase the user may wish to converse with the
command
interpreter
or
with
the
remote
facility.
Conversation with the remote facility is synchronized on a
message basis, the messages being written to and read from a
shared (virtual) store. While the remote partner has access
to the store the local user is locked out. This suggests
some sort of accompanying keyboard lock. However, the user
needs the same keyboard to enter attentions; to end the
dialogue, and to converse with the command interpreter.
The terminal process resolves this problem as follows: The
keyboard is never physically locked. The terminal process
assumes the task of providing a software echo and thus has
control over the timing and positioning of these responses.
The processing of incoming key values is divided into two
par ts:
Key Pre-processing: this occurs as soon as a key is input •.
The entered key value is mapped to its equivalent logical
key value. Keys belonging to the virtual terminal keyset,
except attentions, are placed in an intermediate buffer for
later processing. An attention will cause the phase to
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the command interpreter
change
to Attention.
A k ey for
causes this procedure to be called. Such a call may result
in an entire string of characters being placed in the
later key p string of characters
intermediate buffer for
being placed
in the rocessing. No echo is performed during
pre-processing. Any output to the presentation device is the
responsibility of the command interpreter, key processor, or
attention processor.
Key Processing:
this procedure
is entered only when the
store can be allocated to the local user. If pre-processed
keys are available in the intermediate buffer, the store is
locked for
the local user.
Each key will be fetched, an
appropriate echo will be transmitted to the presentation
device,
and
the corresponding protocol item added to the
outgoing messag e buffer. When this buffer is full, or when
an EOM item is added to the current buffer, the terminal
process will
try to
forward
this buffer to
the local
partner.
The
design assumes
the additional buffering
provided
by the TS
to provide efficiency for
remote
connections .
Once
the EOM is added to the outgoing buffer
If alternate mode, the 'turn' is
the store is
released.
yielded to the remote partner.
Network Message Processing: If a letter is waiting for the
the store is free then the store is
terminal
process and
assigned
to the
remote partner and message processing
begins.
The letter is accepted and parsed, one item at a
time.
Each item is converted to its local equiva lent and
transmitted directly to the presentation device. Internal
buffering
is not used to first reassemble the message, as
this can be arbitrarily large. The store, and therefore the
presentation device,
are locked until the last letter of
this
message is
received, parsed, and presented.
The
detailed
interpretation
of
each
protocol
item,
its
translation and presentation are described here. Each item
type
is
easy.
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THE SYMMETRY OF ZURICH VIRTUAL TERMINAL PROTOCOL is illustrated with the attention mechanism.
A symmetric exchange of attentions on the telegram path precedes I symmetric exchange of marks on the data
path. ti1, ... tB denote temporal relationships, where t3 > max (t1, t2) and t7>max (tS, t&). The attention and
mark messages carry control information for the renegotiation of the 'turn' for the next data phase. This session
lewl mechanism is used to transfer all attention sitnals, but is independent of particular signal and the higher
level interpretation of this signal.
Figure 12
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Phase.
Attention handling makes use of
the
Attention
parallel telegram and letter paths between the terminal and
TS or other local process. The terminal process must send
in either order. Figure 12
and
receive an attention
Until
this exchange is
depicts
the attention scenario.
the data path is ignored.
That is, the idle
completed,
terminal
process waits on all events except the particular
queue event associated with the data path. After this
exchange
is complete,
the alternate mode terminal process
determines,
on the basis of the signals exchanged, what the
the new value of the 'turn' should be. This information,
coupled with
the attention signal which had been sent, is
now emitted on the data path as a MARK item. The terminal
process will now ignore the telegram path and process only
the data path until a similar mark item is encountered. This
signals the end of the Attention phase and the beginning of
a new Data phase. The store is unlocked and the 'turn', if
alter~ate mode,
is
initialized according
to
results of
attention negotiation.
The attention signal itself is an integer in the range 1 to be sent, if the
16.
The particular attention signal
user, is
attention phase is
initiated by the terminal
determined by the user keyin to the terminal process.
Otherwise,
it is a predefined response to the incoming
attention.

6.

process sends an end of dialogue
End
Phase.
The
terminal
item,
EOD. This is sent in the normal data path and subject
to all
the normal
rules of VT and TS flow control and
synchronization.
The
terminal process expressly depends on
the
transport service to provide an orderly transmission of
this last information. The phase is set to Close.

7.

Close Phase. If the terminal process has sent or received an
EOD
item, it will ask to break down its connection with its
remote partner.
The
terminal process sends a CLOSE on the
interface and looks for the same command in response.
local
terminal process then prepares to destroy itself. It
The
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must first break the communication link with its local
partner
process.
The
terminal process exchanges the
TERMINATE signal with the local process. It then executes a
decease primitive; the process description segment will be
deleted from the subsystem ring and queued to the the
virtual terminal master process.
6.3. Discussion

Transport Service

At the time of the virtual terminal pilot impl ementation, most
other EIN transport implementations were still incomplete. The
virtual terminal is therefore based entirely on th e ANNOS TS
interpretation. The influence of this is seen especially in the
following examples:
Opening. A request to the transport service will result in a
positive reply only when the entire path is complete and the
requested service is available.
Monitoring. No data item is provided in the virtual t erminal
protocol for pure query; i.e., there is no analogue to an
'are you there'
item and the terminal process employs no
time out. The terminal process depends on the transport
service to monitor the connection and to independently
initiate action in th e event of error. The terminal process
provides the user with the possibility at any time of
submitting an attention, close or terminate. If a particular
access method and application provide an attention signal
for this purpose, the user can direct that this attention
signal be sent. Otherwise, the user cannot directly ask if
the remote process is still there.
Parallel
Signals. If the terminal process enters the
attention phase, i i will accept no data on the normal data
path. If the transport service must communicate an abnormal
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situation, it does so using a parallel signal path, and thus
is not locked out.
Data exchange. The terminal process must not concern itself
with the delays and unevenness of the network transmission
medium. The terminal process behaves exactly the same,
whether the connection is a local or network one, relying
upon the EIN transport process to compensate with its own
additional buffering.
Closing.
The closing scenario consists of sending an
end-of-dialogue as a VT protocol item, and then invoking the
transport service close facility. The transport service then
ensures that the close properly follows the successful
delivery of all preceding messages.
A clear understanding of the underlying communication system,
together wi th a well-defined interface, simplified the VT design
and made possible an implementation where the communication
layers function together harmoniously.

Session Servic e

A terminal includes presentation and session control although the
distinction between these services is often not recognized. As a
result, session and presentation in virtual terminal designs are
sometimes so tightly interwoven that specific session mechanisms
are introduced to support the exchange of particular presentation
items.
Earlier VT definitions suffered from incorrect and
inconsistent session control because insufficient attention was
directed towards this aspect of the design.
The Zurich virtual terminal introduces greater clarity between
these elements. Within the Zurich Virtual Terminal, the session
is defined as a series of phases - Negotiation, Data, Attention,
and End; A specific and symmetric mechanism is defined for each
phase, and these mechanisms are independent of the particular
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A
items
transferred.
presentation
distinction is the Attention mechanism.

good

example

of

this

An attention is a high priority information which is used when
normal synchronization must be by-passed. It might alert the user
of a special event,
cancel a previous request, or propose a
re - synchronization.
The attention should travel on a path
parallel to the normal data path, but must often be correlated in
time with
the data
path; e.g . ,
if a
receiver requests the
c ancelation of a curr e nt output, the receiver needs to find in
the data
coming
to him some mark or indication that the
cancelation has occurred and that subsequent data corresponds to
a
valid
request.
Or,
if a user wishes to force the 'turn' to
himself,
he must be sure that he has absorbed all incoming data
u p to the point corresponding to the re-synchronization.
application dependent uses
for an
There
are
innumerable
attention.
The
Zurich Virtual Terminal Proto c ol provides one
s ingle
at t ention
me c hanism
which
defines
th e
e x c hange,
re-synchronization, and correlation between the two data streams.
This mechanism is independent of the particular at te ntion signals
transferred,
and of the user / application interpretation of these
s i g nals.
The mechanism makes no assumptions about the nature of
the user/application and
is fully symmetric. It is simple but
g e neral enough to support all the different kinds of 'Pleases'
and 'Purges' and 'Alerts' th a t may be required.
This

attention mechanism was much debated, but gradually adapted

by
many other terminal designs
(BAUl).
However,
the more
fundamental
suggestion that session and presentation be clearly
delineated has been usually overlooked.
It is this confusion
which
stands
behind
the many asymmetric session control
mechanisms; and
these contribute in turn to the very common and
very artificial
restriction that an interactive protocol can be
used only for dialogues between users and applications. For
example,
most
VT
definitions
assume
some
kind
of
primary/secondary relationship.
The
'terminal'
may call, the
'application'
may be called.
The
'terminal' may describe its
ch a racteristics, the 'application' may select from some subset of
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these characteristics.
The seemingly basic requirement for a
tool to support human
dialogue
through network terminals has been largely ignored and
rejected because the 'model' does not allow it.

Presentation Service

The presentation protocol
is based on the concept of a store
shared by the two presentation components. These com ponents agree
upon the data structure and the way they want to access the store
(free-running or alternate).
It is convenient to think of this store as the 'screen' of the
virtual terminal: everything that is 'pr esented' by one component
to the other will appear on this 'screen'. Access is on a message
basis.
If further synchronization is required, session control
can provide this
in the form of a half-duplex (alternate-mode)
dialogue control.
Each presentation component may retain his own copy of this
store, and
the store is
'presented' to each user/application
according
to
local conventions which may involve considerable
transformati o ns.
Thus we distinguish between the real screen
which the user may see, its size, characteristics, access, etc.,
and
the virtual store which is the focal
point of network
communication and synchronization (see Fig. 13).
This concept is based upon a suggestion that I made at the Second
European Users' Workshop at IRIA, that the presentation protocol
be simplified and
that we consider in the protocol only an
a
terminal's characteristics.
For example,
abstraction
of
blinking and intensity are all
characteristics such as colo r,
contrasts; an application would not concern itself with the
selection of a particular_ contrast mechanism, but rather would
independent of the
require some number of contrasts, quite
specific mechanisms employed. That is, the mechanism for
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LOCAL PRESENTATION/
SESSION CONTROL
TRANSFORMATIONS

......................""
••""••"".·""·.~ APPLICATIONS
ACCESS METHOD

SYMMETRIC VT PROTOCOL

#,RESENTATION/SESSI~
CONTROL OF VIRTUAL STORE
THE ZURICH VIRTUAL TERMINAL introduces I camul distinction bltwNn the p,-ntation exd\antl of net·
work components and pmentation to the user or application. A virtual terminal 'store' is th1 logical scrNn for natwork pmentltien, and dlt tarminal p r - or method defi- the tr1nlformation bti-n this schellla and
• local present1tio1 schna.

Figure !13
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presentation to the user or application would be allowed to
(but not in semantics), while the presentation
differ
in form
communication
service
components
would
be
between
the
standardized.
This
resulted
in the
introduction of the shared store to the
virtual terminal design. The virtual terminal store is based on a
single data structure (see Fig. 14) The parameters X, Y, and C of
a primary structure are agreed upon by the two conversing
processes during
the
initialization phase of the dialogue. The
field here is a generalization of the line. When all
arrays have equal length, this structure represents a page
lines,
each X+l characters in width. Additional instances
invoked and
the lengths of the different symbol arrays

symbol
of Y+l
may be
may be

individualy defined;
these fields now correspond to our usual
idea of fields on a data-entry screen.
The scroll, page and data-entry terminals are based on this one
structure,
each impl ying specific restraints on the values the
parameters may assume. The scroll terminal has one line (field)
with X+l characters and one contrast attribute; data-entry allows
an array up to 256 variable length fi e lds, up to 8 contrasts, and
all protection attributes.

This store is the basis for exchange between two virtual terminal
communication com ponents. Its dimensions and characteristics are
not
those of a physical screen, nor do
they define
the
presentation scheme to
the user.
This distin cti on is very
important:
It
reemphasizes
the difference between protocol and
service;
it allows
end user presentation schemas to differ; it
eliminates
the remaining arguments for the asymmetric protocol
which excludes terminal to terminal dialogues.
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TYPE field =
contrast:
protection:
symbols:
ENO
VAR
x: 0 . . 255;
y: 0 .. 255;
c: 0 .. 7;
store:
pointer:
screen:

ANNOS

RECORD
PACKED ARRAY (0 .• c) of O.. 1;
PACKED ARRAY (0 . . 51 of O. . 1;
ARRAY (0 .. x) of char

the parameters x, y, c are
negotiated by the terminal
and remote prOCISS
RECORD
RE CORO 1: integer; b: integer ENO;
ARRAY (0 .. y) of field;

DESCRIPTION OF LOGICAL STORE within Zurich virtual terminal. Suitable selection of parameters provides single
line scroll terminal, page t•minal with array of lints, or data-entry tarminal with amy of variable llfl9th fitlds.
Figure 14
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6.4. The Virtual Terminal Definition

Usually,
the
designer of an
interactive service is also
interested
in the presentation to the user - i.e., in the way
data and signals are finally translated and shown on the real
screen. These are details which are not reflected in the protocol
definition, but which nonetheless require definition.
The

Zurich

Virtual

Terminal

definition

provides

this

extra

description,
in
that it includes a description of the terminal
process.
This model is based on the virtual terminal process as
implemented within ANNOS.
It is written in an extended Pascal,
and proved an effective means of eliminating much of
the
vagueness from the terminal definition.
The
terminal process describes the mapping between user signals
and protocol signals. A procedural description of the process
describes
this transformation. It answers qu e stions such as: How
does a
user generate a particular signal? Can the user say
anything about message composition? What is predefined by the
terminal process and where can the user participate in descision
making? How are messages
transmitted
to the virtual terminal
presented to the user?
Tw o examples of
the details provided by the terminal process
model are described here to suggest the value of such definition
completeness.
The
!NIT.
The protocol defines
the item !NIT which
initializes
the data structure.
In scroll mode,
which
defines a one-line structure,
the
INIT is mapped to a
newline;
the reference model interprets an incoming !NIT as
a
command
to transfer the current contents of the store to
the presentation device
followed
by a cursor control to
advance
to a
newline (see Fig. 15). The internal store is
then
initialized.
This
interpretation allows a single
message
to contain many lines,
as each line will be
forwarded to the presentation device before the store is
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INCOMING MESSAGE

LOGICAL STORE
LINE 1 TERMINAL
PROCESS

INIT LINE 2 INIT EOM

LINE 1
LINE 2

PRESENTATION DEVICE

DEFINITION OF LOCAL TRANSFORMATIONS is provided by tht PASCAL dncription of tht terminal pr-.
The nNtl for cOlllir1Ncy tf Hl1arprltation is illustrttad htrt by two contradictory tr1nsfor1A1tions i.tw the
logical stort 11d tht 1C1111. l1 dlt P..i 1110dtl, tht INIT ittm forces tht currant contlnts of the store to tht sawn
and thtn dun dlt stort, wllile ill dlt tltlnltta Vinion it dtas tllt start first.
Fipni 15
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re-initialized;
one
can
use
the scroll mode store
arbitration to aq uire the store for a long message. This is
a
useful,
but not necessarily apparent, interpretation of
the scroll mode terminal
One VT implementor chose an alternate interpretation: an
incoming
!NIT initializes
the data structure and sends
cursor control directives to the presentation device. Only
the end-of-message item, the EOM, causes the contents of the
store to be transferred to the presentation device. One may
argue that this is more logical, but it does not comply with
the reference model.
The difference
results in a rather
great incompatability; a message structured as
INIT<text>EOM
generated at one terminal process will never be displayed by
a process designed with the alternate definition in mind. We
cannot have a multiple line message and we also have
difficulty in communicating at all.
Store

Arbitration.
The VT protocol defines, with the mode,
the
rules
for message exchange betwen two communication
components.
The free-running mode allows unsynchronized
is especially suitable for human
message excha nge, which
dialogues.
However, message composition and submission by the user to
the terminal process must also be defined. If one allows the
user at a terminal to submit messages at the same time that
a message from remote is being presented to the user, then
additional
rules are required to define access to the store
and presentation device.
The most unhappy interpretation
results
in a mad
interleave of
the two messages and a
nonintelligible display.
The
reference model assigns the store one message at a time
on a
first-come,
first-serve
basis and this message is
simultaneously presented to the user at the screen. However,
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while the store is assigned to the remote partner, the user
is not prevented from entering a message. The message is not
yet submitted to the store, and the display (eGho) is
delayed. Once the store and screen can be acquired, the
user's message will be echoed and written to the store.
Similarly, flow control does not prevent the remote partner
from forwarding a message while the user has c ontrol of the
store.
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7. Analysis and Summary

***********************
7.1. ANNOS
As
the EIN project began in 1973, little study had been done on
the problems of hosts communicating through a large network. A
tendency,
inherited
from
the subnetwork designers, to describe
even higher
level protocols as message rather than procedure
based left the communication designer without the sophisticated
description tools provided by language designers. And, demands
standardization
and
need
for
modularization forced
for
classification and structuring before problems had been well
identified or understood.
The
EIN
project encouraged necessary hands-on experience,
especially
in
the
areas
of
interhost and
interprocess
communication.
The ANNOS connection of a CDC mainframe to the
packet switching subnetwork was one of various interconnection
methods
investigated.
This
system
sustained
extensive
implementation and experimentation which provided basic input
into
ISO's SC16, Euronet, and other following network projects.
Some of
the observations and
insights coming from the ANNOS
experimentations include:
a

better

understanding of the functional components needed

to support communication in a heterogeneous network.
the necessity of describing local manipulations which affect
the visibility, delay, and semantics of signals carried by a
service.
the extension of the definition of a communications service
to include a procedural model of its implementation.
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7.2. Layers of Functionality
The ANNOS Transport Service, connecting through the subnetwork
ba c k to itself, worked very well. At higher speeds the subnetwork
would at times suffer from congestion. ~ t serious problems only
th e n appeared when a number of different hosts, with different
connection characteristics and different TS interpretations and
implementations, tried to interwork.
Although adaptations could be
introduced for any particular
connection
pair,
and while the entire network functioned
tolerably well,
a basic and subtle problem could be identified:
the different
transport implementations were not all addressing
themselves
to
the same functional levels. Some were performing
synchronization on behalf of the subscribers, while others were
complementing
the protocol with extensive local intelligence in
order
to
provide a transportation service whose characteristics
would appear simple to higher levels. The difference between
the s e approaches
is not always so clear but the discrepancy
becomes more apparant as the delay variance increases.
The ANNOS implementation suggested a subnetwork orientation. The
ANNOS TS-Subscriber
relation deviated
from what had been an
implicit
and
unstated
interpretation
of
the TS as an
inter-process communication mechanism operating closely on behalf
of the Subscriber. This was essentially the identification of the
transport and session functional
components. In addition, the
discussion about the semantics of signals passed across the
Subscriber-TS interface was introduced.
The functional layers which were identified include:
a
communication function,
not necessarily error free, but
which extends from any host of the network to another.
a
transmission function which explicitly corrects and
compensates
for
insufficiencies
of
the
underlying
transmission mechanism, or provides the information to make
such compensation possible.
an
inter-process communication
dialogues.
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One
is now
well-defined

ANNOS

tr ying
to
and
fixed

' st~n Ja ~~:~~ '
functionality

t h~s e lat~ i~ - Lu ~rn par t
to each layer. This is

difficult to do, because the nature of each layer is a refelction
factors .
of many,
ofetn subtle,
It is perhaps interesting to
conclude with a
brief look at slices of two other network
appr o aches to data transportation.

Alternate Architecture 1

An interesting work which extends upon the need for explicit host
subnetwork synchronization and co-ordination is that currently
being carried out at the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory (LLL) of
UCLA in
the
U.S.
A highspeed network (10 -100 Mbps) is under
development which requires both efficiency and high reliability.
The

problems

of host - subnetwork interference and the suitable

selectio n o f tim e - 0u t s ha s led t o the s uggesti o n of a timer-based
protocol [FLEl]. Data exchange between two processes is supported
by combined host-subnetwork knowledge and enforcement of a
maximum packet lifetime.
All retransmission timing is based on
this support, so that retransmission neither occu rs while another
copy

of

that

data

still

exists,

nor occurs at the end of an

unnecessarily la rge time interval. Hosts and subnet cooperate to
estimate tr a nsit delays and to ensure tnat no pacKet lives longer
than anticipated when created.
this functionality to any
The designers have not attributed
particul ar layer, but I would ~311 it an extension to the network
that transmission and
layer.
The
resulting service ensures
acknowledgement
known

time.

will eit h er complete o r abort within a fixed and

This

makes

possible a reliable two-way handshake,

which ca n then be e mployed for transport initialization or a safe
datagram servic e .
Problems
integrity are r esolved .

of

old

packets

jeopardizing data

Alternate Architecture 2
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A second example will serve to
illustrate the difficulty in
identifying functional components. The Xerox Par e Internet [BOGl]
serves a large community of personal computers, Alto's, which are
linked together using Ethernets, Arpanet,
leased lines and
possibly
other
transmission
media.
The Alto's themselves
implement an
i nternet datagram service;
i.e.,
the datagram
s ervi c e
is
implemented
in the hosts themselves, and the hosts
form a homogeneous user community. The internet datagram facility
is similar to that of EIN and LLL: pure datagram where packet
dis c ardal is employed to protect against possible congestion.
Dir ec tly interfacing
to the Internet facility is, amongst other
things, an inter-process communication facilty based on remote
pr o cedure calls
[LAMl].
This facility employs a very large
id entification space
(64 bits)
so that unique, monotonically
in c reasing
identifiers
are
given
to calls and
to each
re-transmission.
This eliminates problems of mistaken identity
and old data. But no special considerations are given to packet
lifetime,
to delay variances, and
to cooperative congestion
avoidance.
The network is said to function very well, but loads
a re very light,
the host community homogeneous in hardware and
implementation, and timings are geared to the slowest connections
of 9 . 6 Kbps.

7 . 3 . De finition of Servic e

An identification and understanding of the functional layers is a
valuable key to an understanding of a communication system.
Communication structures which relate their components to a
we ll-understood reference model provide a valuable basis for
compatible
implementations,
interworking,
etc.
But,
this
presupposes that the reference model is well understood.
The next task
is that of defining the particular services. The
ANNOS
implementations underscored many deficiencies
in the
current method of service definition and led to the suggestion of
a much
broader scope of definition. The ANNOS Transport Station
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raised questions about:
local
procedures which extend
the service by providing
additional
functionality bas ed on the established protocol,
e.g. the closing mechanism.
the influence of specific interface details such as parallel
data and signal paths, on the service rendered.
the observability of signals viewed by the remote partner,
as well as side effects on such signals due to latency and
to mutations imposed by the carrying service.
Subsequent experience with the ANNOS terminal subsystem and the
virtual
terminal protocol led
to the observation that the
terminal service could hardly be described by the protocol, which
actually would be used by many different kinds of communication
components.
The
r es ultant Zurich vi rtual terminal protocol was
designed
to be application independent within a certain class of
a pplications;
it provided
the means to describe specific data
structures,
and
to tag data
items,
and to exe rci se a simple
synchronization .
These features one would
today prefer to
generalize much further, and to e mbed them within the framework
of a language, thus making the same techniques available to file
transfer, data base, and other high level applications.
The separation of the protocol definition from the definition of
the virtual
ter minal per se was a recognition of the need for
more expli cit and broader definition. A complete terminal model
in an extended Pascal language, suggested the use of a procedural
definition and
the advantages which high-level language design
could offer to the description of the communication model.
High level procedural language as a design tool for communication
systems has had a late discovery. The Octopus network at Lawrence
Livermore
is being defined in Algol and then translated to the
various
implementation languages. A study [LAUl) done by Needham
and
Lauer supports the duality of message and procedure based
models,
paving
the way for
the use of procedural
based
definitions
of
communication
services.
The
inter-process
communication mechanism based on remote procedure cal ls [LAMl) is
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a good example of the understanding and simplicity which can be
gained
by
employing
more familiar and better researched
techniques for the definition process.
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9. Glossary of Terms
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Acknowledgement:
A con trol message
reception of some information.

asserting

the

successful

Alternate-Mode Transmission:
In terminal designs, designates a
mes sage transmission mode where each of two interacting
systems alternately has
the right to update a shared data
structure. This mode is also called half-duplex, in contrast
to fre-runing or full-duplex.
Attention:
In
terminal
designs,
a short,
high priority
information which
requires a data path parallel to the one
used for normal
transmission.
The attention
is used to
communicate unusual or important messages which cannot be
delayed on the data queue.
Center Coordination Group:
the technical coordinating body for
the EIN project.
This group consisted of representatives
from each acti vely participating center.
Circuit switching: technique of establishing a complete physical
path between two end points.
Communication Architecture: Modular c ommunication design.
The complete
intelligence which stands
Communication System:
applications and/ or users,
enabling
them to
between
The communication system is the interface
exc hange data.
bet we e n level seven users.
Component:
One
part,
entitity, or process in a
layered
The component relies upon low level
communication system.
se rvices,
and cooperates with other, similarly conceived
co mponents of his own level.
Conges tion
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regulate the amount of data which enters and remains within
a given system.
Credit: A token giving the bearer the right to submit or transmit
a unit of information. A credit is usually extended by the
potential receiver to the sender.
Datagram: A bounded unit of information which is treated by a
communication network as an information unit unrelated to
other such units in the network.
EIN: European Informatics Network.
Flow

Control: Cooperative action by sender and receiver to
control the amount and rate of data exchange. The objective
is to avoid unnecesry flooding at sink, and to allow for
efficient allocation of resources.

Fr ee-Running Mode: In terminal designs, designates a message
transmission mode where each component is free to send a
message at any time. This mode is also often called a
full-duplex mode.
Host:

A computer system, or logical subset thereof,
subscribes to a common data transmission facility.

which

Interface: Set of rules defining the information exchange between
two communication components. Today, one commonly employs
this term for the rules governing data exchange between
components of adjacent, rather than peer, levels.
Layered Communication Architecture: Technique of structuring the
design so that a module or layer essentially defines a new
communication machine for layers above.
Liaison: A host level virtual circuit. It provides an emulation
of a physical circuit for a pair of subscriber processes.
Protocol:

Set of rules defining the information exchange between
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two components. Today one commonly employs this term for the
rules governing data exchange between components of the same
(peer) level.
Subnetwork:
Lower
levels of a communication system. Usually the
subnetwork bel o ngs
to,
or is administered by, a different
administrative group than are the host subscribers. In EIN,
the subnetwork provides a datagram transmission.
Subscriber: A user, at any level, of an underlying communication
service.
Subsystem:
In
function.

ANNOS, a ring of processes which perform a common

Transport Service: A communication service which provides secure,
circuit-like
transmission
information between two
of
parties.
This service makes use o f
various underlying
transmission mecha nisms,
and compensates accordingly for
these mechanisms.
Station:
the
implementation
Transport
Transpor t Service functions.

at

one

host

of

the

Virtual Circuit:
Emulation of a physical circuit. Data packets
are multiplexed onto physical cir cuits whenever bandwidth is
avail able ;
sufficient
control
is exercised
to ensure
delivery,
prevent error and congestion,
and
in general
provide cha racteristics of a physical circuit connection.
Virtual Terminal: A model for a network standard terminal. Dubbed
'virtual'
because initial
versions would
be based on
software emulation of the proposed design.
Window:
Designates a
control schemes,

portion of some larger data set. In flow
it
is that subset of the sequence range

which
is
to be
transmitted
credits are allocated.
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Abstract

The dissertatio n presents the design for a front-end connection of a
mainframe complex to a packet-switching subnetwork. This was one of
various interconnection methods investigated within the framework of
the European
Informatics Network (EIN) project. Research centers in
various European countries collaborated to link their respective
centers via a packet-switching network of the datagram variety, and to
provide
suitable
high-level
facilities
to
allow
profitable
interworking.
The ANNOS connection consists of a DEC PDP -11/40 which functions both
as a small host providing its interactive users with network access,
and as a front-end to the mainframe, providing virtual terminal users
on the network access through a conversion subsystem to interactive
facilities of the mainframe system.
The communication system is strictly hierarchical, each service being
implemented as an individual 'subsystem' which gouverns resources and
controls the creation of member processes. An operating system kernel
was especially designed
to support this structure, and to provide
tools for efficient signal and data exchange. The kernel and the
communication structure which rests upon it are described.
The communication structure consists of physical, link, transport and
virtual
terminal
levels; as such it constitutes a forerunner of the
ISO seven-layer model.
Using
the
transport service as a vehicle for investigation, the
problems inherent to communication service specification are explored,
and then translated
into design and specification decisions at the
virtual
terminal level. The author demonstrates that local procedures
and
interfaces affect the meaning, timing, and visibility of signals
which are faithfully
transmitted according to a given protocol, and
then
suggests
that these factors be included
in any service
specification.

The

virtual

terminal

design

reflects

the experience gained at the

trans port level:
a
careful
distinction is made between the network
protocol
and presentation schema and the user/application interface
and corresponding presentation schema. The relationship between these
entities was specified
in a
virtual
terminal model, written in a
Pascal-like
language.
The dissertation discusses the advantages of
s uch an approach and
relates
this early attempt at communication
serv ice specification to rec en t advances in this area.

ANNOS: Analysis of a Commuinication System
Ann Duenki, 1981

Kurzfassung

praesentiert
das Design fuer eine Front-End
Die
Di ssertation
Mainframe-Komplexes
zu
einem Paket-switching
Verbindung
eines
Unternetzwerk. Das war eine von verschiedenen Verbindungsmethoden,
wel c he i nnerhalb des Europaeischen Informatik Netzwerkes
(EIN) Projekts untersucht wurden. Europaeische Forschungszentren arbeiteten
z usammen, um ihre Zentren via Paket-switching Netzwerke der Datagram
Me thode untereinander zu verbinden und um pr o fitable Querv e rbindungen
he rzustellen.
Die ANNOS-Verbindung besteht aus einem DEC PDP -11 / 40, welcher sowohl
a ls e in kleiner Host, der dem Benuetzer Zugang zum Netzwerk bietet,
als a uc h als Front-end zum Mainframe funktioniert. Die letzt e r e Moeglich ke it o fferiert dem Benuetzer des Virtual Terminals Zug a ng d urch
e in Konversions-Subsystem zu interaktiven Fazilita e ten des Mainframe
Syst e ms.
Das Kommunikationssystem ist strikte hierarchisch aufgebaut. Jeder
Di e nst ist als Subsystem implementiert, welches die Schaffung von
ve rwandten Prozessen kontrolliert. Ein Betriebssystem Ke rnel wurde
spezi e ll fuer die Unterstuetzung dieser Struktur entworfen; ebenso
sorgt er fuer effizienten Signal- und Datenaustausch. De r Kernel und
die Kommunikationsstruktur, welche darauf lagert, sind beschrieben.
Die Kommunikationsstruktur besteht aus einer Physical-, einer Link-,
einer Transport- und einer Virtual Terminal Schicht. In dieser Form
stellt sie einen Vorgaenger des ISO-Siebenschichten-Modelles dar.
Mit dem Transportdienst als Untersuchungssujet werden die Probleme der
Kommunikationsdienst-Spezifikation untersucht. Die Resultate dieser
Untersuchung veranschaulichen gewisse Virtual Terminal Design- und
Spezifikationsentscheidungen.
Die
Authorin
zeigt,
dass lokale
Prozeduren und Schnittstellen, die Bedeutung, Timing und Sicht von
Signalen, die sonst gemaess den Gesetzen eines Protokolls richtig
uebermittelt
sind,
zerstoeren.
Sie schlaegt vor, dass solche

Komponenten in den Spezifikationen integriert werden sollen.
Das Virtual Terminal Design spiegelt die Erfahrung, welche aus dem
Transportniveau
gewonnen
wurde: Man unterscheidet zwischen dem
Protokoll und Praesentationsschema des Netzes und denjenigen der
Benuetzer. Die Beziehung zwischen diesen Komponenten ist in einem
Virtual
Terminal
Modell
spezifiziert,
wel ches
in
einer
Pascal-aehnlichen
Sprache
geschrieben
wurde.
Die Dissertation
beschreibt die Vorteile einer solchen Methode und vergleicht es mit
kue rzli ch erfolgten Fortschritten auf diesem Gebiet.
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